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ABSTRACT
Oceanic surface velocity fields are objectively 
estimated from time-sequential satellite images of sea- 
surface temperature from the Advanced Veiry High Resolution 
Radiometer on board the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration's polar arbiters. The hierarchical technique 
uses the concept of image pyramids and multi-resolution 
grids for increased computational efficiency. Images are 
Gaussian filtered and sub-sampled from fine to coarse grid 
scales. The number of pyramid levels is selected such that 
the maximum expected velocity in the image results in a 
displacement of less than one pixel at the coarsest spatial 
scale. Maximum Cross-Correlation at the sub-pixel level with 
orthogonal polynomial approximation is used to compute a 
velocity field at each level of the pyramid which is then 
iterated assuming a locally linear velocity field. The 
first image at the next finer level of the pyramid is warped 
towards the second image by the calculated velocity field. 
At each succeeding finer grid scale, the velocity field is 
updated and the process repeated. The final result is an 
estimated velocity at each pixel at the finest resolution of 
the imagery. There are no free parameters as used in some 
gradient-based approaches and the only assumption is that 
the velocity field is locally linear. Test cases are shown 
using both simulated and real images with numerically 
simulated velocity fields which demonstrate the accuracy of
xiv
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the technique. Results are compared to gradient-based 
techniques using concepts of optical flow and projection 
onto convex sets and to the standard maximum cross­
correlation technique. The hierarchical computations for a 
real satellite image numerically advected by a rotational 
sheared flow recover the original field with a rms speed 
error of 12.6% and direction error of 4.9°. Hierarchically- 
estimated velocity fields from real image pairs are compared 
to ground-truth estimates of the velocity from satellite- 
tracked drifters in the eastern Gulf of Mexico. Results 
indicate the technique underestimates daily mean buoy vector 
speeds, but with reasonably good direction. The problems of 
ground truth relations to hierarchically computed flows are 
discussed with regard to mismatches of time and space scales 
of measurement.
XV
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1 . 0  INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
The use of sequences of satellite images of the ocean 
to measure surface currents is a relatively new application 
of remote sensing technology. The features visible in sea 
surface temperature images, for example, can be seen to have 
moved appreciably from one image to the next even in images 
separated by only a few hours. Initial attempts to obtain 
quantitative estimates of surface velocity vectors relied on 
human interpretation of the apparent displacement of oceanic 
features when the operator flickered back and forth between 
two consecutive images on a computer screen. This 
technique, generally referred to as "feature tracking", has 
several drawbacks. It is very labor intensive, time 
consuming, and the results are operator dependent. It also 
requires well-defined features that can be uniquely 
identified from one image to the next. For these reasons, 
it is difficult to obtain spatially dense vectors which 
cover the entire area of interest. Various authors have 
used feature tracking along with spatial interpolation 
schemes such as Fourier Series representations to fill in 
unsampled areas (Vastano and Borders, 1984; Vastano and 
Reid, 1985; Vastano,et al., 1985; Svejkovsky, 1990; 
LaViolette,1984) .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2Most recent attempts to recover spatially-dense surface 
current fields from time-sequential satellite imagery 
concentrate on objective techniques which require little or 
no human subjective interpretation. These techniques 
generally can be classified into gradient-based or 
correlation-based approaches. Gradient-based techniques 
rely on the inversion of the continuity equation for heat in 
the ocean. Correlation-based techniques use cross
correlation calculations between windows within each image. 
This Chapter presents a brief historical overview of these 
two techniques with emphasis on the published literature. 
Chapter 2 will present a more detailed mathematical 
development of the two approaches to the problem.
1.2 GRADIENT TECHNIQUES
The first use of gradient-based calculations to recover 
oceanic surface advective fields was a unique approach by 
Stow (1987). He attempted to calculate the surface stream 
function by numerically solving the conservation equation 
written as a first order, linear, inhomogeneous partial 
differential equation. Standard finite-difference methods 
of solution, however, proved inadequate. Abrupt changes in 
the sign of characteristics in the problem domain induced 
numerical instabilities from which stable solutions were 
unrecoverable.
Kelly (1989) was more successful in recovering surface 
velocity fields by inverting the heat equation. Use of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3heat equation alone allows computation of only the velocity 
components which are normal to the isotherms. The along- 
isotherm component must be computed by adding constraints 
such as energy, divergence, and curl properties to the over­
determined problem. The main drawbacks to the approach are 
the sensitivity to non-advective temperature changes and the 
arbitrary weighting factors which are required for least 
squares inversion solutions using calculus of variations. 
In a recent paper, Kelly and Strub (1992) made improvements 
to the Kelly (1989) inversion technique and compared results 
to those calculated from maximum cross correlation methods. 
Comparisons between calculated results were good both 
qualitatively and statistically. Both methods, however, 
consistently underestimated the actual velocities measured 
by acoustic doppler current profilers.
Kelly's technique is actually an application of an 
approach to the calculation of apparent motion from image 
sequences termed "optical flow" and for which an exhaustive 
amount of literature has developed in the fields of image 
processing and computer vision. A good review of motion 
computation can be found in Aggarwal and Nandhakumar (1988) 
and an annual bibliography of papers on motion from images 
is available, most recently by Rosenfeld (1997) . The 
seminal paper on computing optical flow was by Horn and 
Schunck (1981) in which they used the brightness constraint 
equation, which is identical in form to the approximation
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4to the material derivative of temperature advection in 
oceanography. It assumes that apparent differences in 
brightness patterns at any location for two images are due 
totally to horizontal motion in the interval between images. 
This provides one equation to solve for the two velocity 
components of horizontal motion. The second constraint 
adopted by Horn and Schunck was that the motion be locally 
smooth and the calculus of variations was used to solve for 
both velocity components. This approach only recently has 
been discovered for oceanographic applications by Wahl and 
Simpson (1991) and they correctly pointed out the 
deficiencies of the technique. They argue that the 
smoothing is arbitrary and without physical justification, 
and that the total flow field is formed by smoothing only 
the component parallel to the local horizontal gradient of 
brightness (or temperature) . Wahl and Simpson use a 
combination of two methods to estimate the total flow field 
by computing an estimate of the total field using cross­
correlation techniques and the Marr-Ullman technique for 
estimating the flow parallel to the gradients (normal to 
isotherms) . The Marr-Ullman technique uses the idea of 
finding oriented image brightness edges from the zero 
crossings of Laplacian of Gaussian operators (LOGS), and 
then computing the local normal velocity vector from the 
image spatial and temporal brightness changes. From the 
estimates of total velocity from cross-correlation, and the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5Marr-Ullman estimate of normal flow, Wahl and Simpson then 
calculate by vector subtraction the along-isotherm component 
of the flow. While results seem promising, quantitative 
estimates of the accuracy and validity of the methods are 
not available, which is it is typical of most papers on this 
subject. One reason, of course, is that in situ surface 
current measurements over wide ocean areas are virtually 
impossible. This is precisely the reason why satellite 
measurements of ocean currents over large areas may be the 
only feasible methods ; hence, the interest in the subject. 
However, comprehensive tests of these techniques in models 
and simulations are still lacking in oceanographic 
applications.
Gradient-based approaches are inherently attractive 
because they are easy to implement computationally, 
mathematically easy to understand, and aesthetically 
elegant. They also, however, require that measurements of 
the tracer being observed, sea-surface temperature (SST) for 
most oceanographic applications, be extremely accurate 
because the time rate of temperature change at each location 
is the most critical determinant of the vector velocity 
solution (Kearney et al.,1987). If the assumption that all 
changes are due to horizontal advection is violated, then 
the inferred velocity field can be totally corrupted. The 
use of satellite measurements of sea-surface temperatures 
poses a particularly severe problem in this regard due to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6the surface skin effect where night and day measurements of 
the surface skin temperature of the ocean can vary by as 
much as 2°C (Katsaros,1980). Because of these difficulties, 
most recent efforts have emphasized the maximum cross 
correlation (MCC) method as the technique of choice.
1.3 MAXIMUM CROSS CORRELATION (MCC) TECHNIQUES
Emery et al. (1986) first applied the MCC technique to 
estimate sea surface velocity fields using the Advanced Very 
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) aboard the NOAA polar 
orbiting satellites. The approach used was a variation of 
the original technique proposed for tracking cloud motion by 
Leese et al. (1971) . More recent examples of the use of MCC 
can be found in Wu et al. (1992) , Holland and Yan (1992) , 
Emery et al. (1992), and Wahl and Simpson (1990) . Kelly and 
Strub (1992) compared the MCC method to results of the heat 
equation inversion technique and found that under certain 
conditions, the results were comparable. However, the MCC 
estimates typically overestimated the velocity vectors while 
the inversion vectors underestimated them. Similar
approaches have been used recently for tracking ice motions 
(Emery et al.,1991; Collins and Emery,1988; Ninnis et 
al. ,1986) . The MCC method also has been applied to visible 
images from the Coastal Zone Color Scanner on the Nimbus-7 
satellite (Garcia and Robinson, 1989).
Many of the more recent papers cited above were 
concerned with refinements of the basic MCC method such as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7evaluating statistical significance of the cross-correlation 
coefficients, effects of cloud cover and time interval 
between images, geographic registration, autocorrelation 
effects, and non-linear flow patterns. Kamachi (1989) found 
that rotational flow, which cannot be calculated directly by 
the MCC method, can cause serious errors in the velocity 
field estimates. Wahl and Simpson (1990) found that 
horizontal diffusion effects were negligible at time 
separations less than 24 hours. Tokmakian et al. (1990) 
suggest that other non-advective processes such as air-sea 
interaction, and vertical mixing are the most important 
sources of error in using the MCC method. While MCC is the 
most used method, it clearly is not perfect and other 
approaches may be required to circumvent its inherent 
limitations. In the following section, I describe the 
contents of this dissertation, the purpose of which is to 
present alternative methods for the calculation of surface 
velocity fields from time-sequential satellite images of 
sea- surface temperature (SST).
1.4 PREVIEW OF CONTENTS
The purpose of this dissertation is to present a new 
approach to the calculation of surface oceanic velocity 
fields from satellite images. The techniques presented are 
a combination of existing methodology mixed with new 
revisions which are intended to avoid some of the inherent 
limitations of both gradient and MCC approaches. The unique
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8aspect is the use of a hierarchical processing system which 
proceeds from low to high spatial resolution to produce a 
spatially dense surface velocity field with no arbitrary 
weighting parameters or operator intervention required. As 
a foundation. Chapter 2 reviews the two most common 
objective techniques - gradient-based and maximum cross- 
correlation. Included in the discussion of gradient 
techniques is the concept of optical flow and the solution 
of inversion type problems by calculus of variation methods. 
Also included is a discussion of some of the newer 
approaches to the problem used by computer vision 
researchers such as projections onto convex sets (POCS). 
The maximum correlation technique is described in detail and 
the limitations are explained. It is from this discussion 
that the logic of the approach used in this dissertation 
will be examined.
Chapter 3 then discusses the rationale behind the use 
of an hierarchical approach. The concepts behind multi-grid 
techniques are discussed and details are provided for the 
use of pyramids in image processing. The actual pyramids 
and filtering techniques used later in the dissertation are 
presented and defended. In addition, the various types of 
velocity field smoothing are presented.
Chapter 4 presents the methods used to generate the 
imagery and the data types used in the dissertation. 
Imagery consists of both synthetic and real AVHRR images of
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9SST. Pre-processing of the satellite imagery is discussed, 
including the critical filtering and sub-sampling used to 
build the image pyramids. In an approach unique to this 
dissertation, the use of an advective model is discussed as 
a way to test the velocity retrieval algorithms. Examples 
are presented to demonstrate the use of a forward flow model 
for both synthetic and real images. Advection fields in the 
forward flow model are synthetic.
Chapter 5 presents the results of the analyses. 
Retrieved velocity fields are presented along with error 
statistics for both random and real images advected by two 
synthetic advection fields. The results from the
hierarchical approach are compared to those using both MCC 
and gradient approaches by previous authors. Discussions 
and examples are presented which show both the advantages 
and disadvantages of the hierarchical approach and the other 
techniques. Results of the technique are shown which use 
real image sequences for which the actual velocity field is 
unknown and compared to results obtained from operator- 
tracked features and drifting buoys.
Chapter 6  is the discussion and conclusions. It 
contains a summary of the results, causes of errors in the 
new methods, suggestions for improvements, and a discussion 
of the computational effort required for the results shown 
as a function of the type of computing platform used.
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The appendices include derivations of important formulas 
used in the computational algorithms.
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2 . 0  BASIC CONCEPTS
There are two common approaches to objective 
determination of oceanic surface velocity fields from 
satellite images of the sea-surface temperature (SST). The 
first attempts to invert the heat conservation equation and 
is referred to as a temperature gradient-based technique. 
The second uses cross-correlation statistics between 
selected subsets of two consecutive images to infer the 
apparent displacement of patterns and is called maximum 
cross-correlation (MCC). A complete description of these 
techniques is given in this chapter because elements of both 
are used and/or referred to throughout the rest of this 
dissertation.
2.1 GRADIENT TECHNIQUES
Gradient-based methods for estimating the apparent flow 
field between two images were first developed in the field 
of computer vision and image processing. Horn and Schunck 
(1981), hereafter referred to as HS, introduced the concept 
of "optical flow" as the apparent movement of objects 
between two images due to the changes of the image 
brightness within the images. They also derived the so- 
called motion constraint equation which relates the 
horizontal velocity field to the horizontal image intensity 
gradients and the time rate of change of intensity at a 
point. If the irradiance E at time t at the image point
11
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(x, y) is E(x,y,t), consider that an image brightness pattern 
moves from one image to the next with constant brightness or 
irradiance. Then the total change of irradiance following 
that pattern as a function of time is zero, so
- ^ = 0  (2 .1) 
at
Then by the chain rule for differentiation:
dE dE dx dE dydE
Then i f
'2 2,
equation 2 . 2  reduces to a single linear equation in the two 
unknowns u and v :
^ + u ^ + v ^ = 0  (2.4)
dt dx dy
The quantities u,v are interpreted as the velocity 
components for the total vector velocity required to satisfy 
equation 2 .1 .
An alternative way of visualizing the derivation is to 
follow a single patch of brightness or a single pixel which 
moves at a velocity V(x,y) with components u(x,y) and 
v(x,y) . Then for small displacements, the irradiance ÔE is 
assumed to be the same at the point (x+ôx,y+ôy), where 
ôx=uôt, ôy=vôt. That is, if the image irradiance of the 
displaced patch or pixel is assumed not to change, then
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E(x+ôx,y+ôy, t+ôt) =E(x,y, t) .
The left hand side of this equation can be expanded in a 
Taylor series as:
 ^ dE dx dE dy dE dtE{x+àx,y'*-ày, t) -E(x, y , t) ^ -=— -3— +-5— 3 — -3 — -3 — + 5
ox dt oy dt dt dt
where e represents the second and higher order terms in ôx, 
ôy, ôt. Assuming that the higher order terms can be ignored, 




Note that the assumptions in deriving equation 2.5 imply 
that there are no discontinuities in the image irradiance 
distribution. If discontinuities exist, then the partial 
derivatives (E^  and Ey) in equation 2.5 would become delta 
functions.
The relationship of equations 2.2 and 2.5 has become 
known as the motion constraint equation. The constraint is 
on the velocity which can be seen by plotting equation 2.5 
in u,V space (Fig. 2.1). The line defined by equation 2.5 
is perpendicular to the irradiance spatial gradient with 
components (E^ .Ey). This dissertation uses the shorthand 
notation of subscripts to denote partial differentiation 
when the meaning is unambiguous. Equation 2.5 can be
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Figure 2.1 The motion constraint equation.
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represented by the point on it closest to the origin which 
has the coordinates (in u,v space) :
(2 .6 )
This point defines the so-called edge flow vector. It is 
perpendicular to the local contours of iso-irradiance and 
the magnitude is the distance between the origin and the 
line defined by equation 2.5 which is :
|E J
\V\=---  —  (2.7)
The problem is that equation 2.7 provides only the velocity 
component parallel to the irradiance horizontal gradient 
vector. Thus the total local velocity cannot be determined 
without additional constraints. This is also known as the 
aperture problem, referring to the fact that any measuring 
system with a finite aperture can only sense the velocity 
component perpendicular to the edge sensed by the aperture. 
The component of motion perpendicular to the gradient cannot 
be determined. For each measurement, there is only one 
equation with two unknowns. Mathematically this type of 
problem is called ill-posed. Problems that are ill-posed 
are those that have no solution, no unique solution, or do
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not depend continuously on the initial data (Bertero,et 
al.,1988) . More recently the latter have become more famous 
as chaos.
One method to convert ill-posed problems to well-posed 
ones is to impose certain constraints on the class of 
admissible solutions, sometimes called "regularization". HS 
suggested that, in many real images, the local flow in some 
neighborhood is not totally random. In that case it is 
reasonable to assume that velocities in small neighborhoods 
may be similar and that the local flow field varies smoothly 
in some sense. In these cases, certain local smoothness 
constraints may be applied which can be used to obtain the 
total vector field. These assumptions may not be valid at 
discontinuities in the velocity field which are likely to 
occur at, but are not limited to, identifiable boundaries in 
the images. HS proposed, somewhat arbitrarily, that one 
constraint which forces local smoothness is to minimize the 
sum of the squares of the gradients of velocity component 
magnitudes. They pose the problem as one of minimizing a 
functional using the calculus of variations. The aim then 
is to minimize the sum of errors in the rate of change of 
image brightness (IGy) and the measure of departure from 
smoothness as defined by the assumed smoothness constraint 
(Eg). In real images, inherent random errors are expected 
due to quantization, instrument noise and others. Thus, 
some sort of weighting is required which accounts for these
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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expected errors in Ey, which is the factor below and 
remains to be deteirmined. The error in the motion 
constraint equation can then be expressed as:
( 2  .8 )
The error in the smoothness similarly is :
EJ= +1 ^  ^  +1 ^  (2.9)
The total error to be minimized is then:
E^ =J'J' (El+a^El) dxdy  ( 2 . 1 0 )
The regularization parameter is designed to be inversely
dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio. The first term in 
equation 2 . 1 0  requires that the horizontal velocity field 
accurately solves the motion constraint ecpaation (eq. 2.5) . 
The second term introduces the simultaneous requirement that 
the solution be as smooth as possible. The relative
influence of the two terms is determined by (Hutchinson 
et al,1988). If = 0, then the first term is the exact 
solution which assumes no error and that the data are
perfectly accurate. Thus, an interpretation of the 
regularization parameter is possible. If the data are very 
accurate, then modification of the first term of equation
2 . 1 0  should be difficult, calling for a small value of . 
If the data are inaccurate (low signal-to-noise ratio), or
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the assumptions behind the method are weakly met, then the 
smoothness term assumes more importance in determining a 
solution, i.e., should be larger. HS were the first to 
formulate the optical flow problem with variational 
constraints.
Minimizing constrained integral equations by the 
calculus of variations comprises a complete sub-field of 
applied mathematics and only a finite number of such 
problems are tractable (Courant and Hilbert, 1963) . The 
minimization problem posed by HS conveniently satisfies all 
the conditions required to obtain the Euler equations for 
this problem.
uE^^vE E =a^V^u-E E, (2.11)
X X  y  X  t
UE £ +vE^=a^V^V-E E (2.12)
X  y  y  y  C
These equations, called the Euler-Lagrange equations, 
were never explicitly derived by HS. Although the equations 
are correct, a review of the literature shows no detailed 
derivation of these equations. A complete derivation of the 
Euler-Lagrange equations is given in Appendix A.
To solve these equations, HS used an approximation to 
the Laplacians by subtracting the value at a point from the 
weighted averages of values at neighboring points of the 
form:
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V^u= ( u-u) ; V^v= ( v-v)




1 2  1
2 -12 2 
1 2  1
With the above approximations to the Laplacians, equations
2 . 1 1  and 2 . 1 2  can be rewritten as:
u+E^E^v= {a^u-E^E^) , 
E^EyU+ (a^ +E^ )^ v= (a^v-E^Ej .
These equations can be solved for u and v to give
ia^+E^^E^) u = +(a^+Ey^) u-E^ EyV-E^ Ej.
( a^+E/ +Ey^) v= -E^E^ü+ ( a^+E/) v-E^E^
HS preferred to rearrange these equations as follows :
{a}+E^+Ey) (u-u) =-E^ (E^ u+EyV+Ej.)
{a}+E^+Ej’) (v-v) =-Ey(E^u+EyV+Ej
In this form, they showed that the velocity at a point could 
be computed as a difference from the local average of the 
flow. These equations could be solved directly and 
simultaneously by standard methods such as Gauss-Jordan 
elimination. The matrix required, however, is sparse and
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large, being equal to twice the number of pixels in the 
image being analyzed. Many different iterative techniques 
could be used to solve for the horizontal velocity field 
including least squares, steepest descent, annealing, and 
others (Hutchinson et al., 1988). HS used a finite 
difference approximation to the horizontal gradients and 
temporal gradients, and a weighted average approximation to 
the Laplacians to develop a set of equations for the optical 
flow at each point and the Gauss-Seidel iterative approach 
to solve for the optimum velocity field. The equations are:
„ . , 3 ,
where and v'*-' are new estimates of the velocity
components derived from the estimated derivatives and the 
weighted averages (denoted by overbar) of the estimates at 
the previous iteration.
The results for problems that satisfied the restrictive 
assumptions were impressive. They were able to recover 
accurate flow fields from a number of rigidly moving objects 
in two successive images. The smoothness criterion of HS 
(eq. 2 .1 0 ) handles the aperture problem well by 
regularization with qualitatively accurate results in simple 
translation of objects within images. The approach has
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subsequently been found to be overly restrictive in the 
boundary regions between objects in images where velocities 
change abruptly. It also will smear velocity fields through 
iteration across regions of the image where no horizontal 
brightness gradients occur.
The major problems with the HS technique are the 
following: 1 ) the smoothing parameter is completely
arbitrary and, more importantly, its efficacy is data 
dependent; 2 ) the type of smoothing (square of velocity 
component gradient) is not based on any potentially 
applicable physics of the problem; 3) the type of smoothing 
is too severe, since it smears across image boundaries and 
causes propagation of flow into areas where assumptions of 
the method are incompatible with the data, (i.e., areas of 
no horizontal brightness gradients). In the latter case, 
those areas will be filled in with averages of the neighbor 
velocity estimates, since there is no local information to 
constrain the apparent motion. Nevertheless, HS is still 
the standard approach against which all gradient-based 
techniques are compared. Results generated from the HS 
approach will be presented later in this dissertation as a 
comparison to the various flow calculations based on both 
gradient and correlation techniques. Later advancements in 
techniques since HS concentrated on relaxing or improving in 
some sense the assumptions about the smoothness constraints 
(e.g., Nagel and Enkelmann, 1986; Nagel, 1987, Jahne, 1995).
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Usually these advancements attempted to locate boundaries or 
edges and their local orientations in the image and then 
adjusted the smoothing parameter dynamically to reduce 
blurring across boundaries. Some attempted to use operators 
which smoothed the divergence and curl of local flow fields 
(Mitiche, et al., 1988). Unfortunately, improvements on the 
HS technique using gradient-based techniques have been 
minimal for these more complicated smoothness constraints.
Most oceanographers should recognize equation 2.5, 
since it is identical to the most common form of the 
temperature conservation equation. Although heat is 
conservative, oceanographers sometimes use temperature as a 
proxy for heat content since temperature is easy to measure 
at sea. With the assumption of incompressible flow, the 
conservation of temperature can be written as;
where T is temperature, t is time, u and v are the 
horizontal (x,y) components of velocity, k„ is the 
horizontal diffusion coefficient (assumed constant), K, 
(assumed constant) is the vertical diffusion coefficient, 
and Qi represents all heat sources or sinks (Wahl and 
Simpson,1990) . A common assumption is that, in the interval 
between two consecutive satellite images, the effects of 
diffusion and thermal sources and sinks are negligible.
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Simpson and Dickey (1981) found in numerical simulations 
that, for wind speeds < 10 ms'\ SST is largely determined 
by diffusion and air-sea heat exchange. At high wind
speeds, however, vertical mixing occurs which can destroy 
surface gradient patterns. These conditions are likely to 
prevail in areas of coastal upwelling among others. Wahl 
and Simpson (1990) found that horizontal diffusion effects 
were negligible for time intervals less than 24 hours
between images. They also assumed that over relatively 
small horizontal areas, variation in air-sea heat exchange 
is small compared to advective processes, and that the 
horizontal and vertical diffusion coefficients are constant. 
With these restrictive assumptions, equation 2.15 becomes:
dT dT dT ^-=— + u-=— + v-= 0 (2.16)
at dx dy
In the case of satellite imagery, the temperature considered 
is the SST as measured by satellite infrared radiometers 
which detect the emitted surface radiation at infrared
wavelengths. Equation 2.16 is identical in form to that of
the image constraint equation (2.5) and thus could be solved 
by the methods discussed above. As mentioned in the 
introduction, only a few oceanographic applications have 
attempted to use the gradient techniques to solve for the 
velocity fields. In fact, only Wahl and Simpson (1991) have 
attempted to use the optical flow techniques. They found 
that gradient and correlation based techniques were
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generally qualitatively similar. Both methods tended to 
underestimate the velocity magnitude, however. They used 
both the Marr-Ullman (discussed in the Introduction) and the 
HS techniques to find the velocity normal to the isotherms 
and a cross-correlation method to calculate an estimate of 
the total flow field. By vector subtraction they tried to 
isolate the along-isotherm component of the velocity field. 
It was their opinion that any calculation method which 
included only the cross isotherm component (such as HS) 
could not accurately reconstruct the actual vector surface 
current field. The standard, single-grid-resolution MCC 
technique cannot resolve rotation in a velocity field except 
to the extent that rotation can be approximated by piecewise 
linear translation vectors (Emery et al.,1986; 
Kamachi, 1989) . This is because the coordinates of the 
template and search grids are fixed and angular resolution 
is determined by the relative sizes of the two grids. 
Hence, Wahl and Simpson could expect errors in their results 
for areas with significant rotational flow patterns. Their 
results actually showed, however, that only minor variations 
were noted between the two methods. A major deficiency of 
the HS method related to the aperture problem is that it 
cannot resolve velocities which are larger than the aperture 
being used to calculate the horizontal gradients. In their 
case, gradients were computed over a 3 by 3 pixel window so 
that the velocity is required to be small or the time
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interval between images be small enough to resolve it. As 
will be seen later, this is also a problem with all standard 
approaches to the velocity estimation problem using both 
gradient and correlation techniques. A major portion of 
this dissertation is devoted to how to circumvent this 
problem.
2.2 PROJECTION ONTO CONVEX SETS (POCS)
A recent novel approach to the optical flow problem 
appears to solve some of the problems associated with the 
Hoim-Schunck method. Simard and Mailloux (1990; hereafter, 
SM) applied the use of projections onto convex sets (POCS) 
to the optical flow derivation problem. POCS was first 
developed as an image restoration technique for corrupted, 
blurry, or missing data in images (Youla, 1978 ; Youla and 
Webb,1982; Sezan and Stark,1982; Sezan and Stark,1984). It 
is beyond the scope of this dissertation to present complete 
details of the theory of convex sets in image restoration; 
however, since some results of the method are presented 
later, a brief review of the technique and the SM 
application to recovered velocity fields is described below.
The POCS theory suggests that every Icnown property of 
an image -7' restricts it to lie in a closed convex set in a 
Hilbert space ‘K. If there are m such properties, they place 
7  in the intersection Cg of the corresponding closed convex 
set Ci, i=l,2,...,m, and then restoring 7  from those m 
properties involves finding at least one point which belongs
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to Cq . Youla and Webb derived rules, now referred to as 
projection operators, P^ , which assign to every -T e 'H, its 
nearest neighbor P, (.ÿ") in Cj. Given these conditions, they 
showed that the following recursion relation was valid:
where
T. = l+X. (P.-l) (2.17)
The X^'s are relaxation constants in the inteirval 0< X< 2. 
The recursion converges weakly to a point of Q.
One advantage to the use of POCS is that a large number 
of constraints can be implemented, if any are known to be 
true for the imagery being analyzed or the fields to be 
derived. Although the theory of POCS was derived for scalar 
fields, SM showed that it could be applied to the estimation 
of vector fields for optical flow as well. In particular, 
they derived the projection operators which are applicable 
for the projection onto the motion constraint equation, and 
for flow fields which were constrained by divergence, shear, 
and rotation. The derivations of the projection operators 
in SM are long and complex and are not repeated here. A 
much simplified expression of the use of these concepts is 
presented below for calculating surface currents for locally 
linear and locally non-divergent surface flows, typical 
constraints used for ocean currents. These applications 
are by Mailloux (personal communication, 1991).
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Starting with the simplified temperature advection 
equation 2.16, the motion constraint projection operator 
(PO) projects the velocity field onto the convex sets 





where k is the iteration number. At k=Q, the initial flow 
is calculated as the local components of the motion 




Recall that the HS constraint (Eq. 2.9) required that 
the velocity gradient magnitude be small in local 
neighborhoods. A more common, but still restrictive 
approach, requires that the velocity be constant in every 
small neighborhood for which an estimate is required. This 
assumption is not only required for many gradient-based 
techniques, but is also the usual one for correlation-based 
calculations which are discussed in Chapter 2.3. The POCS
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approach, however, allows easing the constraints even 
further for both gradient and correlation calculations. The 
constraints described next will be used frequently in this 
dissertation.
Instead of assuming that the local velocity field is 
constant, consider that within a small neighborhood of a 
pixel in the image, the velocity field is at least linear. 
For any pixel i in the image, local velocity components can 
be expressed as
u^=A+Bx^+Cy^ (2 .2 2 )
=D+Ex^ +Fy^ (2.23)
According to Mailloux (personal communication,1991), the PO 
to assure a locally linear solution requires minimizing the 
following functional
{A+Bx.+Cy.-u.)^+ {D+Ex.+Fy.-v.) (2 .24)
The summation is over all points where the local velocity is 
observed. The total image vector fields can be approximated 
as being locally linear in the same way as curves can be 
approximated by juxtaposing linear segments or described as 
piecewise linear. We minimize equation 2.24 by least 
squares, with respect to the linear coefficients. By 
setting to zero the quantities dM/dA, dM/dB, dM/dC, dM/dD, 
dM/dE, and dM/dF the following system of equations results:
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n n n
nA  + g  E  X . + C E  y . = Z  u .
i =l i-l i=l
n n n n
'ftEx.+sExf + cEx.y.= Eu.x.
i=l ^ i=l i=l i=l
i3 n n n
A'Ly.+B'Lx.y.-^c'Lyf =Eu.y.
i=l  i=l i = 1 i = 1
nD  ^e Y,x . + F Ë y .  = Ë  V.
i =1 i =1 i =1
n n n n
d E x ^ + e Z ) x ?  + f T, x^y. = T, v.x.
i =1 i =1 i =1 i =1
n n n n
D E  y^ +E Z  x^y^ + F Z  y^ =T,v.y.
1=1 i=l i=l i=l
The summations are over the total number of pixels ( n ) in 
the local chosen neighborhood. In image processing 
applications, the usual approach is to use square windows 
with an odd number of pixels to calculate neighborhood 
operations. When using such windows or masks, the above 
least squares equations can be simplified by choosing the 
local coordinate system origin to be the center pixel of the 
mask. Consider the local coordinate system centered on a 
3x3 window in Figure 2.2. In these cases.
'£x. = T,y. = '£x.y.=0
i=l i=l i=l
and the above system of equations can be reduced to the more 
computationally efficient form:
















Figure 2.2 Localized coordinate system (x,y) centered 
on 3 x 3  pixel window within a larger image with pixels 
(i,j) .




E=— ----, F=— ---
n A . A 2
Ex' Eyj:
i=l i=l
These equations are further simplified for a fixed window 
size, since n, Exr^ , Ey^» are all constants. Using the 3x3 
window in figure 2.2, they are 9, 6 , and 6 , respectively. 
For a 5x5 window, they would be 25, 50, and 50. The
important point is that using the local coordinate system 
recomputed for every local neighborhood of the image adds 
computational speed to the algorithm. The essential 
assumption for application of the POCS algorithm is that any 
vector field can be approximated as being locally linear. 
For example, any curve can be drawn by juxtaposition of 
linear segments or represented as piecewise linear. The 
problem is to determine the local neighborhood over which 
the linear assumption is valid for typical surface currents 
at satellite pixel resolution. This important point is 
addressed in Chapter 4.
An additional advantage of POCS is the ease of adding 
known constraints on the flow field other than assumptions 
about linearity. For example, a common assumption used for 
geostrophic velocity fields is that of non-divergence which 
allows use of a stream function to represent the vector flow
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field. The flow is considered non-divergent if
(2.25)
dx dy
The use of a divergence-free projection operator was first 
developed by SM. These concepts were expanded and somewhat 
simplified by SM. Mailloux (personal communication,1991) 
developed a simplified and better approach to the 
divergence-free projection discussed below. If the
assumption is made that the flow is locally linear, then a 
further constraint of non-divergence can be set up as a 








To restore a velocity field which is locally smooth and 
satisfies the motion constraint, an iterative scheme is used 
which alternates between the projection operator for motion 
constraint (eqs. 2.18-2.21) and local linearity (eqs. 2 .2 2 - 
2.23). If the flow field is known to be non-divergent, then 
alternating projections for motion constraint and non­
divergence (eqs. 2.26-2.27) will restore the vector fields. 
Clearly this technique can easily be extended to restore any 
fields which may also be shear and/or rotation free; 
however, these constraints usually are not valid for ocean
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currents. Youla and Webb (1982) provide theorems with proof 
that these iterative procedures will converge for the simple 
projection operators discussed here. Such proofs are beyond 
the scope of this dissertation. In the Results (Chapter 5), 
the use of POCS for the motion constraint and locally linear 
velocity fields will be demonstrated using gradient-based 
algorithms. A modification of the POCS approach is then 
shown to be applicable to correlation-based analyses when 
coupled with a hierarchical or pyramid approach to the 
problem.
2.3 MAXIMUM CROSS-CORRELATION (MCC) METHOD
The maximum cross-correlation method for estimating 
surface velocity flow fields is the most commonly used 
technique for analysis of oceanographic surface currents 
from satellite imagery. In its usual form it is 1) 
intuitively simple, 2) easy to implement, and 3) relatively 
less sensitive to nonadvective temporal changes at a fixed 
location when compared to gradient techniques. It also is 
not necessarily constrained to measure only the velocity 
component parallel to local temperature gradient and may be 
a better approximation to the total velocity vector (Wahl 
and Simpson, 1991) . Good reviews of the statistical basis 
for cross-correlation analyses are provided by Ninnis, et 
al. (1986), and Wahl and Simpson (1991). In this Chapter, 
I provide a brief summary of the important points of the 
technique.
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In MCC (also referred to as correlation, pattern, or 
template matching), a template window around a point in one 
image is compared to search windows in a second image. 
Various authors use alternate terms for template and search 
windows. The former are sometimes referred to as pattern 
windows or pattern tiles and the latter are often called the 
trial windows or tiles. For each pair of template and 
search windows, a correlation measure is calculated and the 
location of the template window with the maximum correlation 
measure from all possible pairs is selected as the match 
window. The horizontal displacement of the match window 
from the template window is thus assumed to be a measure of 
the local velocity in the neighborhood which encompasses all 
of the template windows. Note that this assumes that the 
velocity between images is constant in that neighborhood. 
In the context of pattern matching, this means that two 
similar patterns in an image pair for the window can be 
considered as rigidly shifted examples of the same pattern. 
It is well known that this is a severe limitation of the 
method for complex flows found in ocean currents 
(Kamachi,1989). An additional limitation is that the size 
of the windows must be large enough to allow statistical 
reliability. This requirement, among other limitations of 
the method, usually severely reduces the spatial density of 
velocity estimates for real images.
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Many correlation measures could be used, including 
direct correlation, mean-normalized correlation, variance- 
normalized correlation, sum of squared differences, and sum 
of magnitude-of-differences (Glazer,1987). Direct 
correlation computes lagged values for two functions without 
accounting for any systematic differences between images and 
is generally unsuitable for satellite applications. Mean- 
normalized correlation will eliminate any errors associated 
with constant values added to all pixel values within the 
neighborhood. The most commonly used, however, is the 
standard cross-correlation coefficient, or variance- 
normalized correlation. Normalizing the variance in the 
window will eliminate any dependence on image contrast 
changes which include both constant additive and 
multiplicative changes over the local window neighborhood. 
An important advantage of the variance-normalized approach 
for SST images is that day-night differences in satellite- 
measured SST (skin effect) are eliminated. These types of 
absolute SST differences can cause large errors in gradient- 
based calculations.
The variance-normalized or cross-correlation techniques 
are used in this dissertation. The assumption is made that 
image patterns are caused by rigid body translation within 
a limited spatial area and that a pattern in one image can 
be considered as a horizontal shift of an identical pattern 
in a second image. Suppose that two possible pairs of image
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patterns are represented by the functions f(x,y) and 
g (X+ÔX, y+ôy) . The vector represented by (ôx,ôy) is a 
possible displacement of one pattern from the other. Then 
the cross-correlation coefficient matrix p(ôx,ôy) is given 
by :
p(5x.ôy)= cov<f(x,y),g^U.5x y.6y)l ,2.28,
[var{f(x,y)} • varig(x+àx, y+ày))]
If the calculation is restricted to a small rectangular area 
A in both images, the covariance and variance matrices are 
given by:
cov{f (x, y) , g(x+ôx,y+ôy) }=
= —  5  ^[{fix,y) -T } { g{x+6x, y+ôy) -giôx, ôy)}]
A  A
var{fix,y)} = ~^{fix,y)-T]^ (2.29)
•A A
var{gix+ôx,y+ôy) } = { gix+ôx, y+ôy) -giôx, ôy) (2.30)
A A
where the overbars indicate means for the area A. The 
procedure searches for a displacement vector (ôx^,ôy^), 
which maximizes the correlation coefficient p(ôx,ôy). If 
such a vector can be found over the local area A, then 
f(x,y) and g (x+ôx„,,y+ôyj are taken as identical patterns 
shifted horizontally by ôx„=uôt, ôy„,=vôt, and u,v are the 
local horizontal velocity components and ôt is the time 
difference between images.
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The most common procedure for cross-correlation
computations is to select a square template window of pixels 
in the first image and a larger search window in the second 
image with the template centered on it. The template is
moved over all possible positions in the search window and
a correlation coefficient calculated at all locations. The 
location of the maximum correlation is then taken as the 
displacement vector (ôx„,ôy„). The procedure is illustrated 
in Figure 2.3 which shows a sample template (shaded) and 
search window. In the general case, the search window is J 
X K pixels and the template window is M x N pixels. The 
resulting cross-correlation matrix to be calculated has 
dimensions (J-M+1) by (K-M+1). For the particular example 
shown in Figure 2.3, the template is 3 x 3 and the search 
window is 5 X 5 so the resulting correlation matrix is 3 x 
3 . The sizes of the template and search windows are a 
critical and limiting factor in the use of cross-correlation 
to compute spatially-dense, surface-current vector fields 
from satellite images. Clearly, small windows are most
desirable, since more vectors can be computed over the image 
area. The windows sizes, however, must simultaneously 
satisfy several constraints: 1 ) the template must be large 
enough to contain thermal features which can be reliably 
tracked from one image to another, 2 ) the search window must
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Figure 2.3 Sample template (shaded) and search windows 
used for maximum cross-correlation method.
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be large enough such that the maximum expected displacement 
(i.e., velocity) between images will still ensure that the 
feature remains within it, and 3) both windows and their 
possible overlap must be large enough that auto-correlation 
effects are eliminated so that each velocity estimate is 
independent and uncorrelated. Typical windows used recently 
are from 6 X 6 (roughly 9km x 9km) for templates and 
variable sizes for search, e.g. 20 x 20 and 32 x 32, or 64 
X  64 (Emery, et al., 1992; Wu, et al., 1992). Hierarchical 
approaches provide efficient techniques for surmounting the 
window size problems and are described in Chapter 3.
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3.0 HIERARCHICAL TECHNIQUE
All the uses of both gradient and correlation analyses 
of ocean surface velocity fields from satellite imagery have 
been single level processing methods which use the original 
images at a fixed horizontal spatial resolution. The motion 
to be detected between images, however, can have a wide 
range of magnitudes (0 to 250 cm-s'*^  in some ocean areas) . 
In correlation matching, the window sizes must be large 
enough to compare image data separated by distances 
comparable to the displacement produced by the largest 
detectable motion. This is a severe handicap, since regions 
of high velocity in most oceanographic areas are typically 
small compared to the large spatial areas of smaller but 
still important velocities. By using large windows, the 
resulting spatial density of computed flow vectors is 
severely reduced. To alleviate this problem and others, this 
dissertation introduces a hierarchical approach using image 
pyramids and multiple-scale spatial resolution imagery. 
Multi-resolution image representations are produced by sub­
sampling at progressively coarser spatial resolution to 
provide scale invariance, which allows algorithms to be 
applied uniformly at all scale levels. The use of image 
pyramids in general is reviewed in Glazer(1987). The basic 
pyramid approach described below follows closely that of 
Glazer (1987) .
40
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3.1 IMAGE PYRAMIDS
As used in this dissertation, image pyramids comprise 
a sequence of image arrays of decreasing grid sizes 
representing image data at multiple spatial resolution 
levels. Proceeding from the original image grid resolution 
(finest level), each successive level in the pyramid is 
decreased in grid spacing by a factor of 2 by some 
appropriately chosen scheme. These techniques are discussed 
later in this Chapter. Regardless of the fine to coarse 
image level reduction technique used, there are two common 
methods for registering the coarser level to the next finer 
level in the pyramid. They are referred to as odd and even 
grid registrations. An example of both types is shown in 
Figure 3.1. For an even registration from one level to the 
next, the grid point of the coarser level is centered on the 
square formed by the four corners of the next finer level. 
At a given level k, the image grid is thus a 2*" x 2*^ square. 
The grid points at two adjacent levels of the even pyramid 
are nowhere coincident. The coarse level for an odd pyramid 
consists of the four corners of the quadrant of the next 
finer level. At level k the image grid is a 2* + 1x2^" + 
1 square and every other grid point at the finer level 
corresponds to a point in the next coarser level.
The choice of even or odd pyramids is usually dependent 
on ease of implementation for the particular application. 
Most image processing softwares use re-sampling algorithms





Figure 3.1 Even (a) and odd (b) methods 
of image registration during reduction 
in an image pyramid.
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and mask convolutions for filters based on an odd 
implementation. For this reason, all pyramid operations in 
this dissertation will use odd registration for pyramid 
building and spatial filtering and re-sampling.
The concept of the image pyramid suggests an analogous 
hierarchical computational architecture which is commonly 
called the processing cone. A processing cone is a multiple 
layer and multiple spatial resolution arrangement of images 
which are operated upon by both inter-layer and intra-layer 
computational operators. The concept of the image pyramid 
and the processing cone is at the heart of the hierarchical 
approach used in this dissertation. The processing cone was 
apparently first described by Hanson and Riseman (1980).
A typical image pyramid and the processing cone are 
shown in Figure 3.2. In this example, the image pyramid is 
composed of images reduced in resolution by a factor of two 
at each level of the pyramid from a 512 x 512 pixel image at 
level L to a 1 pixel image at level 0. At each level and 
between levels, specific computational operators are 
applied. The flow of control in the cone can be either from 
coarse to fine from levels 0 to L or fine to coarse in the 
opposite direction. Operators between levels from coarse to 
fine are called projections and typically are a type of 
interpolation from the coarse to fine levels. The simplest 
of the projections are pixel nearest neighbor or bilinear 
interpolation. Operators from fine to coarse are called










Figure 3.2 Typical image pyramid showing direction 
of reduction and projection and the resolution at 
levels 0-9.
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reductions and are typically some form of low-pass filtering 
which causes blurring of images. The simplest type of 
reductions are local pixel averaging and its variants such 
as weighted averages, modes, and medians, among others.
This dissertation will use the concept of the image 
pyramid and processing cone applied to the motion detection 
problem in the following manner:
1. Original fine scale images will be low-pass filtered 
by an approximately Gaussian local filter and then sub­
sampled by a factor of two.
2. The resulting image is then filtered and sub-sampled 
in the identical manner generating a new image for 
which the same operations are repeated.
3. The coarsest level of the pyramid is chosen as that 
level at which the pixel spacing divided by the time 
interval between images exceeds the maximum velocity 
magnitude expected in the scene of interest. This 
insures that any calculated horizontal displacement 
will not exceed one pixel.
Steps 1-3 above constitute the reduction phase of the 
processing cone. At the coarsest level of resolution, an 
appropriate method for calculating the apparent 
displacements at every pixel is chosen and applied 
(discussed in detail in the following sections) . The 
processing flow then moves down the cone to the next finer 
level. The previously calculated displacements are then
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applied to each pixel at this finer level and the pixel 
values re-calculated via hi-linear interpolation. This is 
the projection step described above. The motion detection 
operator is then applied to the image and an updated 
displacement magnitude added to the one calculated at the 
previous coarser level. This process is repeated down the 
processing cone until the total displacement field has been 
calculated for every pixel in the original image at the 
bottom of the image pyramid.
3.2 PROJECTIONS
The projection operator used throughout this 
dissertation is a standard bilinear interpolation. In its 
general form, bilinear interpolation can be constructed as 
shown in Figure 3.3. Here the task is to calculate the 
value at location P, given pixel values at the comer points 
for an image function g(x,y) . The relative distances to P 
along the x and y axes are respectively, a and (3. The 
value of the image function at that point g(Xp,yp) is given 
by:
g ( X p , y p )  = ( l - P )  (l - a ) g ( J ,  J)+(i - a )  pg(J, J+1)
+ a ( 1 - p )  g( J + 1 , J ) + a p g ( J + l , J + 1 )
This form of bilinear interpolation will be used extensively
to calculate, 1 ) finer level velocity components computed at
coarser levels and, 2 ) new temperature values for thermal
images which have been advected by velocities calculated at
a coarser level of resolution. For the projection of




Figure 3.3 Bilinear interpolation scheme at sub-pixel 
level to obtain value at point P from four nearest 
neighbor pixels. See equation 3.1.
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calculated velocity values on the regular grid levels of the 
image pyramid, the bilinear interpolation takes a simpler 
form because of the regular grid spacing. In this case the 
interpolation to be done is as shown in Figure 3.4. The 
velocity values will have been calculated at the pixel 
locations of the coarser level and the new values to be 
projected are for the next finer level at the locations 
A,B,C,D. These values using u(x,y) as an example are 
calculated as a simplification of equation 3.1 as follows:
u^=u(I, J)
Ug=-| [u( J, J+1) +u(l,Jj ] 
u =—  [2u„+u(J+l, J) +u(I+l, J+1) ]C 4 a
[u(I + l, J) +u( J, J) ]
These operators are passed over the entire image at each 
successively finer level to provide a new starting velocity 
field at every pixel. Control then returns to the advective 
scheme which re-calculates a new temperature field warped by 
the calculated velocity field. A new velocity field is then 
calculated from the image pair at that level and the entire 
process is repeated. At each level of the pyramid, however, 
an iterative process (described later) is used to calculate 
the new velocity field.
3.3 REDUCTIONS
Reduction is the process in the image cone of reducing 
the spatial resolution of the image in a consistent manner.





Figure 3.4 Grid used for projecting new velocity 
vectors from coarse (open circles) to fine (solid 
circles) grid levels. See equations 3.2.
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This usually consists of both a form of low-pass or band­
pass filtering followed by spatial sub-sampling. The 
purpose of using this approach is to allow faster 
convergence to solutions, and to simplify the calculations, 
since the major structures in an image will show up in the 
coarsest level of the image pyramid. The simplest reduction 
approach would be sub-sampling each successive level of the 
pyramid by a factor of two in each direction. The major 
problem with such an approach is that using data values of, 
typically, 1 to 5 pixels at the finer level to represent the 
coarser level can allow unwanted noise spikes to be selected 
causing noise to be passed through to the next image. 
Another serious problem with simple sub-sampling is that 
small but important image features may be missed entirely. 
Since the reduction process is repeated through each coarser 
level, the problems continue to propagate and grow 
throughout the image pyramid. In most cases, it is 
necessary to employ some method to filter each level of the 
image pyramid before sub-sampling for the hierarchical 
technic[ues to be effective.
Simple sub-sampling of each level in the image pyramid 
not only can pass noise and miss small features, it can also 
introduce aliasing of high spatial frequencies in the finer 
levels which show up as low spatial frequencies in the 
coarser images. An image function f(x,y) is called band- 
limited, if its Fourier transform J/"(Si, Si) is zero outside
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a bounded region ( jsj >Sxo ; >Syo) in the spatial
frequency plane. In this case, s^ o and Syo are called the x 
and y bandwidths of the image. The sampling theorem 
(Jain,1989) states that if the x,y sampling frequencies 
(s^ s; Syg) are greater than twice the bandwidth (2 s^ q; 2 Syq) , or 
equivalently, if the sampling intervals (a x ,Ay) are smaller 
than one-half the reciprocal of bandwidths (l/2 Sxo: l/2 Syo) , 
then f(x,y) sampled on a uniform rectangular grid can be 
recovered exactly from the sample values using a specific 
low-pass filter. It turns out that the low-pass filter 
required is the sine function which requires an infinite 
spatial support function. The lower bounds on the sampling 
rates or frequencies, 2s^ o and 2Syo, are called the Nyquist 
frequencies and their reciprocals are the Nyquist intervals. 
If the sampling frequencies are below the Nyquist 
frequencies, then certain frequencies above the Nyquist in 
the original image appear as frequencies below Sxs/2 , Sys/ 2  in 
the sampled image. The result is aliasing. Aliasing cannot 
be removed by subsequent filtering, but can be avoided by 
low-pass filtering before sub-sampling. For a complete 
discussion of the aliasing problem refer to Jain (1989) and 
Jahne (1995) . This alias-induced low-frequency content is 
propagated throughout the image hierarchy and is not related 
to the actual information contained in the original data. 
The aliasing thus can introduce completely false, but highly 
structured, information content into the coarser levels of
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the pyramid. A classic example of the aliasing effect is 
that of Moire patterns. The velocity calculations by the 
motion detection operators can be seriously affected by 
aliasing at the coarser levels. Since the final velocity 
fields are ultimately built upward from the coarsest level, 
aliasing, as well as the noise and small feature problem 
must be minimized.
All of the preceding problems can be reduced 
considerably by low-pass filtering an image prior to sub­
sampling. Clearly, the best low-pass filter would pass all 
spatial frequencies below the Nyquist frequency and reject 
all higher spatial frequencies. In general, the sharper the 
frequency cutoff desired at the Nyquist boundary, the larger 
the spatial extent of the filter required. While it is 
possible to design nearly perfect low-pass filters such as 
sine functions (Jain,1989), they are global in nature
requiring a definition over the entire spatial domain of the 
image. These filters are not suited for a hierarchical 
implementation, however, where we seek increased
computational speed using spatially local operators
throughout the image pyramid in a repetitive fashion from 
one level to the next.
The simplest local, low-pass filter is one which
averages pixel values in a local neighborhood and commonly 
is called a box filter. In an odd pyramid, the most common 
such operator is a 3 x 3 pixel mask (widely implemented in
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image processing systems) which sums the 9 pixels within a 
3 x 3  neighborhood each given a weight of 1/9. Local 
averaging filters are easily implemented and physically 
intuitive, but are not good lowpass filters.
Jahne (1995) has shown that the spatial frequency 
response function (B) of the 3x3 box filter is given by:
S — [ —  —  cos ( TIK ) ] [— + —  C O S (  TtK ) ] (3.3
3 3  ^ 3 3 ^
The wave numbers ic^ and Ky are the ordinary wave numbers 
scaled to the maximum limiting or Nyquist wave number. This 
scaling forces and Ky to lie in the range -1 to +1. The 
function B is plotted as a surface and as contours in Figure 
3.5. It is clear that the 3x3 box filter is not a good 
lowpass filter for several reasons. The attenuation at 
higher wave numbers does not increase monotonically toward 
the limiting wave numbers. In fact, at the limiting wave 
numbers (±1), the attenuation is not large at all. For 
example, the damping at the maximum wave numbers along each 
axis is only 1/3. The negative sign in the transfer 
function indicates only that there is a 180° phase shift at 
that wave number. Finally, Figure 3.5 shows that the box 
filter response function is extremely anisotropic, which 
means that the spatial frequency response for any given wave 
number depends on the direction of the wave number. 
Anisotropy is unacceptable for our purposes, since we have
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Figure 3.5 Transfer function of two-dimensional 3x3 box 
filter in pseudo-3-D and contour plot.
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no a priori knowledge of the spatial frequency directional 
spectrum in the SST imagery. As Jahne also points out, 
increasing the size of the box filter to 5x5 or 7x7 does not 
result in any significant improvement in attenuation or 
isotropy characteristics as a lowpass filter.
Clearly, the best filters are those which possess a 
very sharp cutoff frequency along with a very small spatial 
support requirement. These, however, are mutually opposing 
requirements. Generally, the sharper the cutoff frequency 
required, the larger the spatial support of the filter
needed. This is usually represented by the so-called
uncertainty relation (Bracewell,1978). Given a function 
f(x) and its Fourier Transform /^'(s) and their squared moduli 
If (X)P and L7"(s)F, with variances of (ax)^  and (as)‘, 
respectively; then the uncertainty relation states that 
AXAS > 1/4% . The variances of the squared moduli are width 
measures equal to the mean-square departure from the 
centroids of |f(x)|- and |.y'(s)|^ . If f(x) is a Gaussian
function, then .y [s) is also; and it can be shown that
AXAS=l/47t. With this relation in mind, Marr and Hildreth 
(1980) suggested that the optimum low-pass filter for 
localization in both space and frequency is a Gaussian 
function.
A two-dimensional, low-pass Gaussian filter is both 
separable and rotationally invariant. Separability allows 
for increased computational simplicity because it can be
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implemented as two separate one-dimensional operators. The 
rotational invariance is important, since there are no a 
priori known orientations for image structure or motion. 
One method for discretely approximating a Gaussian filter is 
to construct an analytical function and then evaluate it at 
the discrete grid intervals of the image pixels. For small 
neighborhoods, this requires both estimation at integer 
intervals and the use of non-integer computations. The 
usual procedure is to convolve a mask with the image which 
computes a weighted sum of all values within the mask and 
replaces the center pixel (for an odd mask) with the result. 
Davies (1987) demonstrated that the optimal discrete 
approximation to a Gaussian for a 3x3 mask is the following:
" 0.45 1.00 0.45 
1.00 2.22 1.00 I (3.4)
0.45 1.00 0.45
Davies concludes that, considering other errors in 
estimating the Gaussian, the most accurate small integer 
discrete realization of a Gaussian implemented for a 3x3 
pixel neighborhood is :
1 2  1  
2 4 2 
1 2  1
(3 .5)
Since this filter has a total weight of 16, each pixel is 
evaluated by the mask convolution and normalized by the 
total weight of the filter mask.
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The spatial frequency response function for the lowpass 
filter mask of (3.5) above is given by Jahne as:
B=-i [1+cos (tck )^ ] [1+cos (TtKy) ] (3.6)
Figure 3.6 shows the transfer function response surface and 
contours of equation 3.6 in the same manner as for the box 
filter (equation 3.3, Figure 3.5). The Gaussian filter is 
remarkably well-behaved. The transfer function decreases 
monotonically and uniformly approaches zero at the largest 
wave numbers. Additionally, the contours show that the 
filter is much more isotropic than the equivalent sized box 
filter. Noticeable deviations from circular contours occur 
only at larger wave numbers where the attenuation has 
dropped to about 0.3. Low-pass Gaussian filtering 
throughout this dissertation will use the mask of (3.5) 
unless otherwise indicated. In the hierarchical approach 
then, each succeeding level is both low-pass filtered and 
sub-sampled by a factor of two. The procedure is repeated 
to the lowest level where the maximum expected velocity 
magnitude would result in a translation of less than one 
pixel. At that coarsest level, the first step is to attempt 
to estimate the velocity field. For reasons previously 
stated, variance-normalized MCC methods will be used.













Figure 3.6 Transfer function of two-dimensional 3x3 
Gaussian filter in pseudo-3-D and contour plot.
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These will be compared with several gradient and feature 
tracking methods described in Chapters 2 and 4, and the 
results compared in Chapter 5 Results.
3.4 CROSS-CORRELATION PROCEDURES
The MCC procedure to be used follows that discussed in 
Chapter 2.3 and equations 2.28 - 2.30. The reduction of the 
pyramid to the coarsest level ensures that no calculated 
displacement will be greater than one pixel. Thus it is 
possible to use a 5 x 5 search window and a 3 x 3 template 
window such as that shown in Figure 2.3. The hierarchical 
approach ensures that the constraints on these windows 
outlined in Chapter 2.3 are all satisfied. Use of these 
windows results in a 3 x 3 matrix of correlation 
coefficients corresponding to one pixel movements 
horizontally and vertically from the center of the search 
window, since the template is centered on the center pixel 
of the 5 x 5  search window. The problem then is reduced to 
finding where the maximum correlation coefficient lies 
within this 3 x 3  correlation matrix, since the calculated 
displacement can lie anywhere within it. This is a problem 
usually encountered in computer vision when attempting to 
fit analytical surfaces to compute edges or merge regions 
for region-growing models at sub-pixel accuracy. Sub-pixel 
accuracy in extracting information in small neighborhoods 
from digital images commonly relies on the concept of facet 
models (Haralick, 1984) . Facet models are analytical
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representations of local neighborhood values of the digital 
image. Fitting analytical functions to image data is 
motivated by the possibilities of both smoothing data and 
using analytical techniques to compute horizontal 
derivatives and other important image properties. For 
example it is possible to fit a small order polynomial 
(usually by least squares estimation) to 3 x 3 or 5 x 5 
neighborhoods in the image. Any number of approximation 
schemes are possible including least square polynomials, bi­
cubic splines, and orthogonal functions like truncated 
Fourier Series and orthogonal polynomials. Since the 
accuracy of locating the cross-correlation maximum is 
crucial to the hierarchical approach, the following section 
discusses the use of discrete orthogonal polynomials as the 
method of choice for this dissertation.
3 . 5 ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
The problem is to locate the absolute maximum at sub­
pixel accuracy of a 3 x 3 set of cross-correlation 
coefficients which have been calculated at discrete pixels 
located at plus or minus one pixel from the center of the 3 
X 3 neighborhood. The simplest approach is to attempt to 
fit an analytical surface to the matrix and digitally 
evaluate the function at fine scale intervals to obtain the 
location of the maximum. One method is to estimate the 
surface as a polynomial and derive the polynomial 
coefficients in the least squares sense. This approach is
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also known as computing a trend surface for the local 
neighborhood. An inherent limitation for imperfect data is 
that, with a 3 X 3 matrix, the best polynomial which can be 
used is order two of the form:
Z=A+Bx+Cy+Dxy+Ex^+Fy^ (3.7)
where Z is the image value, (x,y) the horizontal 
coordinates, and A-F the computed polynomial coefficients. 
Initial attempts to use this form for estimating the cross­
correlation maximum location for real data showed that a 
second-order least squares polynomial approximation was 
grossly inadequate compared to orthogonal polynomials (see 
Figure 3.7, later in this Chapter)
Discrete orthogonal polynomial functions are especially 
useful in imagery applications because they require data on 
a regular grid. Using these basis functions allows higher 
order polynomial expressions and more accurate models at 
sub-pixel levels. In particular, orthogonal polynomials have 
unique advantages, since they can be represented using 
simple linear combinations of basis functions which can be 
computed by weighted masks convolved with image or other 
equally spaced gridded data. Convolution modules are 
readily available in most image processing software 
packages. The following discussion will derive the form of 
orthogonal polynomials used to estimate the sub-pixel 
location of the maximum of a 3x3 cross-correlation matrix.
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The location of such maxima determine the computed 
displacement, hence velocity, at each pixel. The initial 
discussion is confined to the one-dimensional case for 
clarity.
Suppose we want to obtain a set of orthonormal 
polynomial expansions in one dimension (x) only of the form:
P^=a^+a^x+a^x^+. . . (3.8)
Given such functions P^(x), they are orthonormal if, over 
some interval (a,b) and with a possible weighting function 
w(x) , they satisfy the following relation;
fw{x)Pjx)P^{x)=6^ (3.9)
Ô =Kronecker Deltatn f k
It is well known, that over an interval from a=-n to b=+7t, 
the Fourier Series is the best approximation, since almost 
any function can be approximated by a complete Fourier 
Series (Jain,1989). However, truncation of Fourier Series 
in small spatial support neighborhoods such as 3 x 3 pixels 
severely limits the Fourier Series approach. There are, 
however, other potential orthogonal expansions which fit the 
requirements of the image problem where a = - 1  and b = 1  are 
the limits of the pixel coordinates used. Some examples
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are :
1) a=-l, b=l, w(x)=l Legendre Polynomials
2) a=-l, b=l, w(x) = (1-x^ ) Chebyshev Polynomials-1^'" kind
3) a=-l, b=l, w(x) = ( 1-x^) Chebyshev Polynomials-2""' kind
The objective in this dissertation is to compute the 
local, sub-pixel location of the maximum cross-correlation 
coefficient in a 3x3 neighborhood. This local neighborhood 
can be represented by the discrete locations x,y={-1 ,0 ,1 } 
and provides a means to simplify and streamline the 
computation by pre-computing the orthogonal functions as 
digital convolution masks. The polynomials derived here are 
unique to the {-1,0,1} neighborhood (Charles Harlow, 
personal communication, 1997).
In a general one-dimensional case, if n+1 polynomials 
P^ (x) of degrees m=0 ,1 ,2 , ...,n , respectively, have the 
property that
£  (x) =0 j*k (3.10)
they are called orthogonal polynomials (Courant and Hilbert, 
1963). This is the discrete version of equation 3.9 where 
orthono2rmality has not been invoked. Now for each m < n, 
any polynomial of degree m (P (x) ) can be expressed as a 
linear combination of the polynomials P^ o (x), Pm(x), ..., 
P„(x), since the expression
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P(x) =a^P^/x) +a^P^/x) +. . .+a^P^(x) (3.11)
is a polynomial of degree m with m+1 independent arbitrary 
constants. Because of the orthogonality property of the 
polynomials, an expression can be derived for the 
coefficients a^  as follows:
£  Pix) (x)
<s,=— ---------- 1^0,1. ... ,m (3.12)
' £
An expansion of the form in equation 3.11 can be 
created for any function g(x) and coefficients obtained from 
equation 3.12 by replacing P(x) by g(x). If g(x) is not a 
polynomial of degree n or less, an exact fit is not 
possible. However, it can be shown that the orthogonal 
polynomial expansions provide the best fit to g(x) in the 
least squares sense (Wylie, 1966). Thus the coefficients of 
the least squares fit of the orthogonal polynomials to a 
function g(x) can be given by:
2/ g(x) (x)
a.=— ---------- i=0,l,...,m (3.13)
Using these relationships, we can now begin to formulate 
the orthogonal polynomials for a specific case where the 
values of x are restricted to the integers {-1,0,1}. The
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discrete form of equation 3 . 1 1  can be expressed as a 
summation over pixels centered on the interval - 1  to +1 . 
Setting Pq(x) = 1 arbitrarily, then the polynomial (x) is:
(x) =x"+a^_^x”'^ + . . . a^x+3 g (3.14)
If the polynomials are to be orthogonal and P^  (x) is to 
satisfy equation 3.10 for 0 < k < n-1, then the discrete 
version of equation 3.10 which gives n equations for the 
ao. . . a^ _i unknowns is:
^  P^(x) (x"+a^ _j^ x"’’-+. . .a^ x^+ag) = 0  Vke(0 ,n-l) (3.15)
x=-l
Starting with k = 1, Pq(x ) = 1, and P^ (x) = x + ag.
x=-l x=-l X--1
= nuinher of elements (-1,0,1) =2 
a^=0 , P^(x) =x
In general , so for all odd k, = 0 .
Consider the case for k = 2 with Pj(x) = x" + a^x + ag, then:
E  FoPz=E 1  (x^+a^x+aj = 0
expanding gives 3  ^= -— , a^  = 0
with H2 =(-1 )^+(0 )^+(1 ) ^ = 2
2
hence P^  (x) =x^-a^=x^~ —
Thus, specifically for the one-dimensional neighborhood of
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integer x values (-1 ,0 ,1 ), the following set of orthogonal 
polynomials can be derived:
P/x) =1 
(x) =x
P^  (x) =x2 -^
(3.16)
For the case of x at the points (-1,0,1) it is convenient 
to pre-compute the normalizing weights for the coefficients 
and express them as a weighting mask to be convolved with 
the image functions. The normalizing weights for the 
polynomials in equation 3.13 (the P^ „i) are:
è  Pg (x) =1  ^+ 1  ^+ 1  ^= 3
X=-l
i  P^ (x) =-l^+0 ^+l^ = 2
x=-l
è pf (x) = (-i'-i)'+(o-4)'+(i'-i)'=4
x=-l
Using these normalizing weights, a digital mask can be 
constructed for each polynomial as follows :
These are the digital masks for each polynomial which are
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constant for this problem. All that remains is to apply 
these masks to the image values or cross-correlation values 
(the g(x)) and evaluate the coefficients. That is, in each 
1 x 3  neighborhood, calculate the a 's by multiplication and 
summation according to equation 3.13. A simple example will 
demonstrate the procedure. Consider an image function g(x) 
which has the values (4 0 4) a t x  = ( -1 0 1). The local 
neighborhood is always the same x interval regardless of 
location in the image. Then ao = g (x) Pq (x) = (4 + 0+4)/3 -
8/3; a^  = g(x)Pj^ (x) = (-4 + 0 + 4)/2 = 0; and, a^  = (4 + 0+4)72 =
4. Thus, the approximating orthogonal polynomial for this 
neighborhood is ({) (x) = 4 (x^  - 2/3) + 8/3 = 4x", duplicating 
the original data exactly assuming perfect data.
We are interested in a two-dimensional form for the 
orthogonal polynomials. Suppose g(x,y) is an image (or 
cross-correlation) function and it is to be approximated by 
a polynomial (({) (x,y) ) of the following form;
2 _ 2  (3.17)
It is easier to compute the function if it can be calculated 
from a linear combination of simple polynomials from a basis 
set. The two-dimensional case required for approximating 
functions follows in a similar fashion from the previous 
discussion for one dimension. A complete derivation of the 
polynomials and their weighting masks for the two-
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dimensional application is given in Appendix B. The 
orthogonal polynomials for a two-dimensional 3 x 3  pixel 
neighborhood are the following:
Pg (x,y) = 1  
P^  (x,y) =x 
Pg (x,y) =y
.2 2P3 (x,y) = (x - — )
P^  (x,y) =
Pg (x,y) =xy
. 2 2Pg (x,y) =y(x^- — )
P, (x, y) =x(y^--|)
Pg (x,y) =(x^--|) (y^--|)
From Appendix B, the following masks for a 3 x 3 window can 
be used to calculate the polynomial approximations :




- 1 0  1
9 6
1 1 1 - 1 0  1
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1 1 1 1 - 2  1
1 1
0 0 0 1 - 2  1
6~ J
-1 -1 -1 1 - 2  1
1 1 1 - 1 0  1
1
- 2  - 2  - 2 1 0  0 0
6” 4
1 1 1 1 0 - 1
1 - 2  1 - 1 0  1 1 - 2  1
1
0  0  0 1 2  0 - 2 1 -2 4 -2
4 ~4 4
- 1  2  - 1 - 1 0  1 1 - 2  1
Thus, to calculate the analytical orthogonal polynomial 
approximation to digital values in a 3 x 3 local 
neighborhood, it is sufficient to convolve each of the masks 
above with the digital values and use the 's for each of 
the polynomials. A simple example will demonstrate how this 
is done. Consider a 3 x 3 neighborhood which has digital 
values as follows :
8 8 8 
8 0 8 
8 8 8
The orthogonal polynomial approximation can then be computed
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as follows :











^ 8  = 7 (-32) = - 8
so
<t>{x,y) +-^ (y^-^) - 8  (x^--|) (y^ --|-)
y o j o j j j
then (|) (x, y) =8 x^+8 y^-8 x^y^
The image is clearly a "bowl" and, in this example, the 
polynomial approximation reproduces the paraboloid exactly.
This dissertation uses the orthogonal polynomial 
approach to estimate the location of the maximum of a cross­
correlation coefficient at the sub-pixel level for 
correlations calculated at each pixel location in a 3 x 3 
local neighborhood of the image. These cross-correlation 
coefficients are computed from the 3 x 3  template and the 
5 x 5  search window across the entire image at every level 
of the image pyramid. The orthogonal polynomials are 
calculated and then evaluated numerically at intervals of 
0.1 pixel. The location of the maximum is then considered 
to be the translation distance for the apparent movement 
between images and that displacement is assigned to the
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center pixel of the search window. The process is repeated, 
at each level, using overlapping (one pixel) template and 
search windows.
The main reason for this approach can be demonstrated 
by a real example from satellite imagery. Later in this 
dissertation, an AVHRR SST image of the northeastern Gulf of 
Mexico is used for testing of the hierarchical approach. 
One such test includes the simple translation of a real 
image (see Fig. 4.5) by eight pixels in the positive y
direction (northward) and six pixels in the negative x
direction (westward) yielding a displacement magnitude of 
ten pixels toward the north-northwest. A minimum of five 
pyramid levels (four reductions) is required to resolve this 
displacement such that the maximum translation is less than 
one pixel (i,e., 10,5,2.5,1.25,0.625). At the coarsest
level, the expected maximum cross-correlation value should 
occur locally at the sub-pixel location x = -0.375, y =
0.50. For the example given, a typical 3x3 cross­




Approximating these values with a least-squares, second- 
order, trend-surface polynomial such as that in equation 3.7 
gives a location of the correlation maximum (r=0.84) at 
X = -0.6, y = 0.9, and the surface representation does not
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accurately represent the expected maximum location (Figure 
3.7a). An orthogonal polynomial representation of this 
surface is shown in Figure 3.7(b) and gives a more realistic 
approximation of the expected correlation surface and 
maximum value location. The indicated correlation maximum 
of r=0.97 is at x = -0.3 and y = +0.5, a location very close 
(within the 0 . 1  pixel resolution) to the expected location 
of X = -0.375 and y = +0.5. In general, it was found that 
the trend surface approximation could not be used for 
estimating accurate sub-pixel cross-correlation maxima. 
Thus, to estimate the maximum value of the cross-correlation 
coefficient, orthogonal polynomials will be used throughout 
this dissertation. The derived function will be evaluated 
numerically at 0 . 1 0  pixel intervals within the local range 
-l<(x,y)<l. Thus the displacement and hence, velocity 
resolution, at each level of the image pyramid is 0 . 1  pixel. 
3 . 6  SMOOTHING AND ITERATION
At each level of the image pyramid, the location of the 
cross-correlation maximum is assumed to be the displacement 
associated with image motion and assigned to the center 
pixel of each overlapping 5 x 5  search window giving a new 
velocity estimate at the sub-pixel level for every pixel in 
the image. Chapter 2.2 discussed the use of smoothing 
techniques applied to the gradient-based POCS approach for 
displacement estimates. A distinct advantage of the





; ' ; ■ \. ■- Q » I ,Q1 ■ ; : ; ;
0.5-1 - -t r “ § H S T' r
> -  0.
-0.5-
0.5 1.0
expected m aximum  location  
*  computed m axim um  location
Figure 3.7 Cross-correlation surface computed using a) 
second order polynomial least squares trend surface, b) 
orthogonal polynomials.
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technique allowed use of less restrictive constraints on 
smoothing of the resultant flow fields. Using the 
hierarchical correlation-based approach, this dissertation 
will implement the POCS concepts for smoothing the field by- 
assuming locally linear and/or nondivergent velocity fields 
with iteration at each level.
As in Chapter 2.2 (equations 2.22, 2.23), the velocity 
components considered locally linear can be represented for 
every pixel i as :
u^ =A+Bx^ -*-Cy^  (3.18)
v^ -D+Ex^-^Fy^ (3.19)
Similarly, for a locally linear and non-divergent velocity 
field from equations 2.26 and 2.27:
=A+Bx^ + Cy,. (3.20)
v^  =D+Ex^ -By. (3.21)
The coefficients A,B,C,D,E,F can be computed 
immediately for a 3 x 3 window centered at x = 0, y = 0 by 
the following:
, 3 . 2 2 ,
9 6 o
O.ÈI1, < 3 . 2 3 ,
9 6 6
The estimates of the horizontal velocity components are then
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iterated by an as yet unknown amount in order to reduce the 
estimated variance from the true velocity field. The number 
of iterations rec[uired is the only free parameter which will 
be used in this approach to the estimation of the final 
velocity field. Contrast this with the approaches of HS and 
Kelly which require somewhat arbitrary estimates of as many 
as three free parameters.
The iterative procedure is used at each pyramid level 
as follows :
1. Estimate the velocity at the coarsest level 
(level=0) using equations 3.2 with the 5 x 5  search 
window and 3 x 3  template.
2. Translate search and template windows by one pixel 
and re-compute 1 above for the entire image at level 0.
3. For each 3 x 3  overlapping window in the image, 
iteratively smooth the estimated horizontal (u,v) 
velocity components using the local linearity 
assumption of equations 3.18 and 3.19 with coefficients 
defined by equations 3.22 and 3.23.
4. Project the refined velocity components up the 
pyramid to the next finer level using the projection 
operators of equation 3.2. Note that velocities are 
multiplied by a factor of two, since spatial resolution 
doubles. However, since each successive level is 
assured of displacements less than one pixel, the 
operators will be valid at the next finer level of the
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pyramid.
5. Warp the first image towards the second image using 
bilinear interpolation equation 3.1.
6. Repeat steps 1 - 5  for each level of the image 
pyramid.
The details for the processing are more readily 
apparent in Figure 3.8, a coding flow diagram for the 
Fortran program which performs the computations. The number 
of iterations required is the only uncertain parameter. In 
the Results (Chapter 5) , examples will be shown which 
indicate that no more than 10 to 30 iterations for smoothing 
are required for most real images and velocity fields.
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Figure 3.8 Programming flow diagram for velocity 
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4.0 METHODS
This Chapter describes the methods used to evaluate the 
hierarchical technique for simulated and real satellite 
images and simulated and real velocity fields. A number of 
different types of images and flows are developed for 
testing the new techniques, and for comparison with others 
such as gradient-based approaches and standard MCC. A 
unique aspect of this dissertation is the use of a numerical 
advection procedure to create a pair of images with a known 
velocity field. This approach is demonstrated for both 
simulated and real images for a variety of initial velocity 
distributions. This Chapter will describe 1) the temperature 
advection algorithm, 2) the images used, 3) the velocity 
fields used, 4) the velocity estimation procedures to be 
compared, and 5) the statistical approaches used for 
comparison and evaluation. The Results (Chapter 5) will 
then describe the analyses in detail.
4.1 NUMERICAL ADVECTION
A major problem in evaluating algorithms for estimating 
the apparent velocity field between two images is that for 
real image sequences, the velocity field is unknown. For 
two real or artificial images, it is relatively simple to 
induce an apparent velocity field by simple translation of 
the first image to form a second image. A more spatially- 
complex, simula ted-movement from one image to the next
79
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usually requires a numerical solution to the temperature 
advection equation (equation 2.16). Repeated here, the two- 
dimensional temperature advection equation is:
dT dT ar_„ _-=—  ^V— 0 (4.1)
dt dx dy
Although equation 4.1 is a relatively simple first order 
partial differential equation, numerical solution by normal 
finite-difference schemes has proved extremely troublesome. 
Rood (1987) pointed out that there were over 10 0 different 
algorithms available at the time of his review and stated: 
When faced with the prospect of choosing an 
advection algorithm, the scientist confronts a 
very large field of literature from which no 
clear best algorithm can be defined despite 
numerous intercomparison studies.
Some of the simplest f inite-dif ference schemes produce 
large errors by introducing artificial diffusion terms into 
the solution, while others cause the advected constituent of 
interest (temperature in our case) to assume negative 
values. Most improvements in numerical techniques try to 
minimize both types of errors and the choice of advective 
scheme depends heavily on the type of problem the researcher 
is trying to solve. Excellent reviews of the problems 
associated with numerical modeling of advection are provided 
by Rood (1987) and in the textbook edited by O'Brien (1986) .
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Unfortunately, simple second-order, finite difference 
schemes for numerical solution of the temperature advection 
equation historically have been plagued by the introduction 
of negative values for the temperature (e.g., Piascek and 
Williams,1970). Temperature is considered as a semi­
conservative property and is always a positive-definite 
scalar quantity. Thus, although the equation is relatively 
simple, the positive-definiteness of temperature has caused 
this to be a major research topic in numerical modelling. 
The first efforts to preserve positive-definiteness used 
upstream differencing' and other lower order schemes which 
preserve positiveness without dispersive ripples (Soong and 
Ogura,1973). However, these techniques suffer from 
numerical diffusion. That is, the result of the finite- 
dif ference scheme is to effectively add an additional 
artificial or implicit diffusion term into the temperature 
advection equation. To circumvent the implicit diffusion 
problem, Boris and Book (1973,1976) developed a hybrid 
scheme using advective fluxes which are weighted averages of 
the first order positive definite fluxes and higher order 
fluxes. Many researchers have attempted to resolve the 
trade-offs among computational efficiency, positive 
definiteness, and implicit diffusion (see Rood,1987 and 
O 'Brien,1986).
One of the best schemes in terms of computational 
efficiency which preserves positive-definiteness and
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minimizes implicit diffusion was developed by Smolarkiewicz 
(1983). Smolarkiewicz (from now on SMZ) used an iterative 
scheme derived from upstream-differencing which is 
conceptually easy to implement for solving the temperature 
advection equation. For reasons discussed below, this 
dissertation will use the SMZ scheme in three ways: 1) to 
advect a given initial image using an imposed velocity field 
to create a second image, 2) to compare the known imposed 
velocity with a calculated velocity field to determine the 
accuracy of various algorithms, and 3) to advect the initial 
temperature image with a calculated velocity field to create 
a second temperature image which can then be compared to an 
actual second temperature image to give estimates of non- 
advective effects on real thermal imagery pairs.
4.2 FINITE-DIFFERENCE ADVECTION ALGORITHM
For simplicity, the one-dimensional form of the two- 
dimensional temperature advection equation (4.1) will be 
used to demonstrate the finite-difference scheme. 
Generalization to the two-dimensional case will then be 
given. In the one-dimensional case, the equation is :
+ (4.2)
dt dx
Time steps are indicated by superscript n and discrete x 
coordinates by subscript j. Let Ax  and At he the space and 
time steps. Then a = uAt/Ax  is Icnown as the Courant 
number. The space-time numerical stencil for the finite-
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difference approximation to equation 4.2 for upstream- 
differencing (O'Brien, 1986) is shown in Figure 4.1. The 
numerical finite-difference equation can then be given by:
T"*^=T"-a '
r” -r” if a<0J
i f  a>0j j -1
(4.3)
For any numerical procedure to be valid, it must first 
be computationally stable. The stability criteria depend 
upon the physics being modeled and the type of finite- 
difference approach used. The most basic criterion is that 
the Courant number (a) satisfy -1 < a < 1. This is known 
as the Courant-Friederich-Levy (CFL) condition. The CFL 
condition fixes fundamental limits on the time step (At )  
and grid size (Ax-) for any modeled maximum velocity (u). 
For a fixed grid size Ax, if u is large, then Ac  must be 
very small to preserve computational stability. However, a 
small Ac  increases the computational complexity and length 
of integration. O'Brien (1986) showed that the CFL 
criterion for equation 4.3 is lal <1. The CFL condition says 
physically that information cannot be carried from one grid 
point to another faster than one grid point (Ax) in one 
time step (At)  (i.e., u < A x / A t )  . It is attractively easy 
in oceanographic applications to implement upstream- 
differencing satisfying CFL using judicious choices of 
spatial and time steps for commonly occurring ocean currents 
of 0 to 250 cm-s"^  , for example. This numerical scheme








Figure 4.1 Stencils for upstream differencing 
numerical advection scheme. See text for 
explanation of terms.
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suffers, however, from the problem of numerically-induced, 
or artificial implicit diffusion. To show how this occurs, 
suppose a > 0 and we add a term to equation 4.3 which should 
be equal to zero as follows;
= -a ( T” -T” ^  ^ 1 - ^" * 1  ) }
Although the last term above is zero, a possible 
rearrangement gives :
+ (4.4)
The first two terms on the right-hand-side of equation 4.4 
are the unstable terms for the forward-in-time, centered-in- 
space (FTCS) scheme for the advection equation (O'Brien, 
1986) . Obviously, for the upstream-differencing scheme to 
be stable, the third term on the RHS must correct for the 
unstable terms. This last term is a second-order, finite- 
difference approximation to a term of the diffusion 




with computational viscosity K= a A x /2 and A > 0.
Essentially, the upstream-differencing scheme has changed 
the advection problem to an advection-diffusion problem with 
the diffusion artificially induced (implicit diffusion). 
Such implicitly-added numerical diffusion is thus sufficient
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to damp out the instabilities induced by the advection 
terms. The upstream-differencing scheme frequently was used 
in oceanography and meteorology because of its ease of 
implementation; however, O'Brien (1986) strongly advises 
against its use because of the strong implicit diffusion. 
He suggests that the amount of numerically-induced diffusion 
will completely mask out any physical diffusion which may be 
present in a particular oceanic or atmospheric model. The 
problem is so severe that O'Brien states that many published 
(purposely uncited) papers claim that their models are not 
sensitive to the choice of diffusivity (physical) 
coefficient. The reason is that the numerically-induced 
diffusion completely overwhelms any modeled physical 
diffusion with typical physical values of the diffusivity 
coefficient.
The SMZ algorithm attempts to overcome the deficiencies 
of the first-order (both in space and time) upstream- 
difference approach using the concept of an antidiffusion 
velocity. SMZ suggested that the last term in equation 4.5 
can be expressed as a diffusion equation:
ÊI = A.
dt dx ' - S '
(4.6)
He suggested reversing this in a correction step in the 
numerical scheme but noted that diffusion processes and 
equation 4.6 are irreversible. It is possible to reverse
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the solution of equation 4.6 by a numerical trick similar to 
running a video in reverse. SMZ implemented the process by 
creating a diffusion velocity ( u^ ) , a quantity to 






From this, an anti-diffusion velocity (ü) , can be defined 
as :
if
The basic upstream-differencing advection scheme for one 
dimension can be constructed on a staggered grid as follows:
= [F(T",T"^,u. i)-F(r" , , T" u;” J  ]1 -I i i 1* — *  ^ 2 —__2 2
At^ (4.10)
F{T.,T.^^,u) = [(u+|u|)T.+ (u-|u| )
In equation 4.10, is the temperature value ( T) at the i 
grid point for time step n, Ax and At are the space and 
time increments, and the fluxes (F) are defined at the 
staggered grid points defined for the velocity (u) values. 
This is the finite-difference solution for equation 4.3. 
Using the SMZ approach of the anti-diffusion velocity,
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equation 4.10 can be modified and expressed as follows:
r f ‘=r;- r;„, 0^.^ ) ) ],
where
(rr + T/^ +^e) Ax
(4.11)
In equations 4.11, F is defined as in equation 4.10 and e is 
a small value( e.,g., lO"'-^) which ensures that û = 0 when T*. 
= TV., = 0.
SMZ extended this one-dimensional form to two 
dimensions as follows:
- [F(Tf,, r".^  .) rf,, u %  .)
"f W  -F(r" r ” , v" . i)] (4.12)
1F(T.V -f < tv
"f'tVtV-.'t.j.l) -'''tV-.'tV t.j-il I (^ ")
It is necessary to show that the scheme is both stable and 
consistent. The upstream difference scheme is well known to 
be both stable and consistent. SMZ also showed that the CFL 
condition for the upstream difference scheme (4.12) is:
max




A similar equation for the CFL condition holds for equation
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4.13 with the substitution of ù,v for u and v. In the case 
where Ax = Ay,  and max u = max v = C7, the CFL condition 
reduces to :
1
[ Ax" J /2
^ 4  (4.15)Ax 2
SMZ showed then that for two-dimensional flow, the anti- 
dif fusive velocities can be increased by a factor of two 
over the standard upstream difference scheme and still 
remain stable. He used this property of the scheme to 
improve performance by increasing the anti-diffusion 
velocities by some small factor less than 2. This approach 
is not used in this dissertation, however.
The purpose of the advection algorithm is to allow 
testing of the hierarchical approach for estimating surface 
velocity fields which are more complicated than simple image 
translations. In the next sections, the test images and the 
test velocity fields for the forward model are described. 
The forward model is the term used to describe an initial 
image which has been advected by a specified velocity field 
to produce a second image. The problem to be solved is to 
successfully invert the process and recover the imposed 
velocity field given the two resultant images. The input 
images will consist of both artificial and real images with 
various imposed artificial velocity fields.
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4.3 SIMULATED VELOCITY FIELDS
The easiest, and therefore most common, test for 
velocity retrieval algorithms is a simple translation of one 
image to form a second image. While relative translation is 
easy to do, it does not provide a particularly realistic 
test for any algorithm attempting to retrieve the complex 
surface velocity fields found in ocean current patterns. 
This dissertation uses the linear displacement as an initial 
test for the hierarchical approach. Additionally, a more 
rigorous simulated rotational velocity field is applied to 
the first image to create the second image. It is 
numerically implemented using the SMZ approach outlined in 
the previous section (4.2).
The simplest test for the velocity retrieval algorithm 
is to attempt to recover a constant linear translational 
field. For the Results (Chapter 5), a simple linear 
translation of the first image to the second will be used. 
Two types of images, random and real, are used in this 
dissertation (see Chapter 4.4). For linear translation 
tests of both image types, the second image will be the 
first image moved by 6 pixels in the negative x direction 
and 8 pixels in the positive y direction. The resultant 
velocity (displacement) magnitude is V = 10, and the
direction is 0 = 126.87°. This translation will be applied 
to a random image and to a real satellite image to test the 
accuracy of the hierarchical method.
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The second simulated velocity field to be used in 
Chapter 5 is a non-divergent, rotational field often used in 
variable forms for numerical advection algorithm testing. 
For that reason, and the fact that it represents both 
rotation and nonlinear horizontal shear, it was selected as 
an excellent test for any velocity extraction technique. 
The velocity field used can be represented by the components 
{u, v) as follows:
u{x,y)= sin(27ty) sin^ (:rx) 
v(x,y)= -sin(27ix) sin^ (uy)2, . (4.16)
The velocity field is clearly non-divergent since
+ ^ = 2 %  [sin (2Ky) sin (tix) cos (t i x) -sin (27rx) sin (iry) cos (Tcy) ] 
dx dy
=TZ [sin (27Ty) sin (27tx) -sin (27tx) sin (27ry) ] =0 .
The initial image sizes used for testing are 256 x 256 
pixels. The finite-difference grid spacing, considered 
equal in both horizontal dimensions, is 1/256 or 
Ax=Ay=. 00390625. To be consistent with the linear
translation forward model, a maximum velocity (displacement) 
of 10 pixels will be used. The CFL condition (equation 4.15) 
then requires that the time step must be a maximum of
At=l.953125E-03, and the forward model requires 20 
iterations to produce the desired field. The actual
velocity field used is shown in Figure 4.2. The vectors
have been plotted at every eighth pixel location.
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Figure 4.2 Simulated non-divergent rotational velocity 
field applied to initial images to produce pairs for 
testing velocity retrieval techniques.
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4 . 4 IMAGES AND THE IMAGE PYRAMIDS
Two types of images will be used for testing purposes : 
1) random images created from uniformly distributed random 
digital counts between 0 and 100, and real AVHRR satellite 
images with each digital count equal to 0.125C°. The 
initial images will be 256 x 256 pixels in size covering a 
nominal area for the AVHRR of about 282 km x 282 km. These 
will be the test images for the Results (Chapter 5). Each 
image will be both translated diagonally and numerically 
advected by the velocity field described in Chapter 4.3.
The image pyramid for both images will consist of 5 
levels in order to assure that, with a maximum displacement 
of 10 pixels at the finest grid scale, the displacement at 
level 5 will be less than one pixel. Because of the border 
pixel losses, the image pyramid consists of the following 
image sizes;
Level 1 - 225 x 225 pixels 
Level 2 - 113 x 113 pixels 
Level 3 - 57 x 57 pixels 
Level 4 - 29 X 29 pixels 
Level 5 - 15 X 15 pixels
The actual image pyramids for the original random image 
and the numerically advected second image are shown in 
Figure 4.3 at a relative size scale. Note the apparent 
smearing effect of the advection algorithm on the second set 
of images. This is due to a combination of three effects :
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Figure 4.3 Image pyramids for levels 1-5 of a) initial 
random image, b) same image numerically advected by 
rotational field of Figure 4.2.
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1) the SMZ algorithm removes most, but not all, of the 
numerical dispersion inherent in upstream-differencing 
techniques; 2) the advection algorithm is implemented fully 
in floating point computations but then rounded to the 
nearest 0.1°C, multiplied by 10, and saved as an integer 
value from 0 to 255; 3) the Gaussian filtering adds a
blurring to both sets of images which makes the advected 
second image appear even more smeared.
The image pyramid from Figure 4.3(b) is shown in Figure
4.4 to show more detail in the lower levels. Each reduced- 
resolution image has been re-expanded by a factor of 2 at 
each succeeding level to make the images size equivalent. 
The effects of the smearing and blurring are evident. An 
important point regarding Figures 4.3 and 4.4 is that it 
would be virtually impossible for a human interpreter to 
discover an apparent displacement of features between image 
pairs. Additionally, standard maximum cross-correlation 
measures are also likely to fail due to the lack of 
recognizable features between the images at the finest grid 
scale (Level 1) .
Several real satellite SST images will be analyzed in 
Chapter 5; however, the main image used for testing is 
that shown in Figure 4.5. It is a 256 x 256 pixel, NOAA-11 
SST image of eddies and swirls on the northern edge of the 
Loop Current between the Mississippi and Florida coasts in 
the Gulf of Mexico on 11 January, 1990.
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Figure 4.5 Real NOAA-11 AVHRR SST image used for 
testing.
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Figure 4.6 shows the geographic area of the image. The 
SST ' s cover a range from 11.6°C to 22.3°C and have a bi- 
modal frequency distribution (Fig. 4.7) with mean 18.3° and 
standard deviation 1.94°. The level-expanded image pyramid 
for both the initial image and the rotationally advected 
second image are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. The amount 
of smearing noted in the random image pair is not so 
visually apparent in these images because of the lack of 
strong pixel to pixel contrast in real satellite data. 
Local areas of the ocean tend to be of similar temperatures 
except near thermal boundaries such as shown here. Thus the 
effects of numerically-induced smearing (non-desirable) and 
filter-induced blurring (intended) are not apparent in most 
regions of the image.
The images described above are the main ones to be used 
for testing the hierarchical algorithm and for comparison 
against other traditional techniques. Chapter 5 contains 
other images and velocity extraction calculations to further 
expand the usefulness of the proposed approach. These 
images and techniques will be explained in the sub-sections 
as they occur.
4.5 GRADIENT METHODS
As discussed in Chapter 2.1, gradient techniques 
require some regularization approach to iteratively solve 
underdetermined systems of equations. This dissertation 
will compare results for two gradient techniques to those
















Figure 4.6 Location of real AVHRR SST images used for 
testing.
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mean = 18.3 C 
std. dev. = 1.94 C 
n = 65536
UJ











Figure 4.7 Histogram of SST values for the real image 
(Figure 4.5).






















































Figure 4.9 Image pyramid of initial real image 
after rotational advection.
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for the new hierarchical correlation approach: Hom-Schunck 
(HS) smoothing, and Projection Onto Convex Sets (POCS). All 
will use the artificial velocity fields and the real and 
artificial satellite images described in this Chapter.
4.5.1 HS Smoothing
The HS technique requires equations 2.13 and 2.14 to be 
solved iteratively for a given value of the free smoothing 
parameter . A range of smoothing for the tests will be 
used to determine the relative effect of local weighting. 
The maximum input velocity (displacement) used for testing 
is 10 pixels; hence, the size of the local neighborhood and 
method for calculating local horizontal temperature (or 
brightness) gradients is critical. Because of the aperture 
problem, the best possible resolution for square odd pixel 
windows is an 11x11 pixel matrix. For comparison purposes, 
the computations will also be done for a 21x21 pixel window 
matrix.
The horizontal temperature gradients are calculated 
using a locally linear least squares fit of the temperature 
field over the pixel window. The gradients can then be 
estimated easily from the coefficients of the planar fit 
(Kelly,1989). The temperature time differences (T^ ) are 
calculated by subtracting the spatial means for each window, 
the constant terms in the least squares fit equations. The 
approach is the same as that used for approximating a 
locally linear velocity field in equations 2.22 and 2.23.
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4.5.2 Projections Onto Convex Sets (POCS)
The theory of POCS is outlined in Chapter 2.2. The 
method as used in this dissertation is a modification of the 
original by SM, as suggested by Mailloux (personal 
communication, 1991). The method used for the test images 
consists of the following:
1) Compute the initial velocity field using equations 
2.20 and 2.21 for a wide variety of window sizes 
ranging from 3x3 to 31x31 pixels using a locally linear 
approximation to the horizontal temperature field,
2) Use equations 2.22 and 2.23 alternating with 
equations 2.18 and 2.19 to iteratively update the 
computed velocity field. Smoothing is done with a wide 
variety of window sizes (3x3 to 31x31 pixels),
3) Continue iterations until a stable state with no 
improvement is reached, and
4) All local calculations are based on the localized 
window coordinate system shown in Figure 2.2 but 
modified for local window size.
4.6 MCC METHODS
The general MCC technique is discussed extensively in 
Chapter 2.3. The test images used in this dissertation 
assume a maximum displacement of 10 pixels. The best 
possible spatial resolution using a 3 x 3 template window 
and a 10 pixel displacement is obtained with a 23 x 23 pixel 
search window. This assures a plus or minus 10 pixel cross­
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correlation calculation is obtained at the center of each 23 
X 23 pixel search window across the entire full resolution 
256 X 256 pixel image pair. To demonstrate the critical 
effects of relative window sizes, velocity estimates will be 
computed using MCC with both a 3 x 3 and 23 x 2 3 window 
pair, and a 5 x 5 and 25 x 25 window pair. Results of these 
tests are in Chapter 5.6.
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5.0 RESULTS
The hierarchical technique will be evaluated using a 
series of artificial and real satellite images with various 
forward models for the surface velocity field. These will 
constitute the algorithm accuracy testing portion of the 
results. Comparisons will be made with the standard cross­
correlation techniques and also the gradient-based 
techniques of HS and POCS. The images used for testing will 
be the following:
1) Random image; translational velocity field;
2) Real image; translational velocity field;
3) Random image; sheared, rotating velocity field; and
4) Real image; sheared, rotating velocity field.
Regardless of the forward velocity model used, the
maximum displacement from one image to the next will be 10 
pixels. As a point of reference, if the image pairs were 
real AVHRR images at full ground resolution of 1.1 km and 
separated in time by 12/6 hours, the displacement of 10 
pixels would be equivalent to a surface velocity of about 
25/50 cm*s'^ , respectively. The image pyramid in all cases 
will then consist of 5 levels which assures that the maximum 
displacement at the coarsest level does not exceed 1 pixel.
The method used for testing and comparing the 
accuracies of the various methods throughout this Chapter is 
consistent. The speed (displacement) error is calculated as
106
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a root-mean-square (rms) error expressed as a percentage of 
the actual speed for each pixel location. Percentage error 
is used because the displacement is variable in the 
rotational advection cases, varying from zero to ten pixels. 
Thus, it is inappropriate to consider an absolute magnitude 
rms error. For example, a calculated 2 pixel displacement 
represents a 40% error for a known 5 pixel displacement and 
only a 20% error for a known 10 pixel displacement. The 
angular errors are computed as the rms error in degrees. 
Errors in direction are not relative values as are errors in 
displacement. Compared to the displacement calculation, an 
error of 2 degrees for which the true direction is 5 
degrees, is not expected to be twice the error for a true 
direction of 10 degrees. If percentages were used, carried 
to the extreme, a 2 degree error at a true direction of 90 
degrees would represent an error of only 1.1%.
The final portion of this Chapter will use real image 
sequence pairs for varying conditions and comparison to 
results for both interactive feature tracking and in-situ 
data such as satellite-tracked drifters. Additionally, 
larger images will be used to estimate computational times 
required for both a PC and UNIX workstation environment.
5.1 RANDOM IMAGE - TRANSLATIONAL VELOCITY FIELD
The initial test image for the forward model is a 256 
X 256 pixel image of uniformly random digital counts from 0 
to 100. In a real SST image, one digital count is usually
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equated to the noise equivalent temperature difference 
(NEAT) of the AVHRR instrument which is nominally 0.125°C. 
A totally random image was chosen because it should provide
one of the most difficult cases for any algorithm, since
there are no regular features upon which a cross-correlation 
pattern- detection method could key. Random patterns also 
can help demonstrate that the hierarchical approach used in 
this dissertation is able to retrieve accurate, spatially- 
dense velocity fields for image pairs where human
interactive, feature-tracking procedures are not just 
difficult, but impossible. Figure 5.1 (a) shows the initial 
random image used in all the test cases, while Figure 5.1 
(b) is the histogram showing a nearly uniform random 
distribution of digital counts.
The first forward model is a simple diagonal
translation of the first image to form the second image. 
The first image is translated by 6 pixels in the negative x 
direction and 8 pixels in the positive y direction for a 
total displacement of 10 pixels in a direction of 126.87° 
measured counterclockwise from the positive x-axis. The 
terms speed and velocity magnitude are used as synonyms for 
displacement for testing; direction and angle also are the 
same quantities. The hierarchical approach was applied to 
the image pairs for the 5 level image pyramid.
The number of iterations of smoothing applied at each 
level of the pyramid was tested by calculating the root-
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Figure 5.1 Initial random image (a) used for testing, and 
b) histogram of digital counts.
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mean-square error(rms) of both computed speed (displacement) 
and direction for the vector displacement. The actual 
vector speed (V) and direction (0) are V=10 and 0=126.87° at 
the highest level (finest grid). Figure 5.2 shows the 
percentage rms error in speed and rms error in angle for 
iterations from 0 to 5. The rms speed deviation drops 
rapidly from 49% at the first calculation with no smoothing 
(iteration =0) to less than 2% (0.2 pixels) at the second 
smoothing (iteration = 2). No apparent increase in relative 
accuracy occurs beyond the second iteration. Similarly, the 
rms angle deviation decreases from about 45° to less than 
1°. Within 2 iterations, both the speed and angle errors 
have stabilized at a minimum level and further iteration is 
not warranted. The rms speed and angle deviations at 
iteration = 2 are 1.5% and 0.9°, respectively. Clearly, 
the hierarchical technique has estimated the forward model 
field quite accurately. Figures 5.3 through 5.5 show the 
computed velocity field for iterations =0, 1, and 3. The 
actual velocity is shown on each figure for comparison. At 
iteration = 0 (Figure 5.3), the computed field is obviously 
a very crude estimate. This is because the smoothing 
updates to the initial computed field have not been applied. 
After the first iteration (Figure 5.4), the field is a 
reasonable approximation to the actual vector with only a 
few obvious errors. At iteration 3 (Figure 5.5), the 
computed field visually is an excellent reproduction of the


















Figure 5.2 Error in recovered speed and direction for 
random image diagonally displaced by 10 pixels as a 
function of number of smoothing iterations.
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Figure 5.3 Computed velocity field for random image 
diagonally displaced with no iterative smoothing.
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Figure 5.4 Computed velocity field for random image 
diagonally displaced with smoothing iterations = 1.
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Figure 5.5 Computed velocity field for random image 
diagonally displaced with smoothing iterations = 3.
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original translational model. It is important to realize 
that these figures are plotted with the vectors shown only 
at every 8 pixels for visual clarity. The algorithm, 
however, provides a vector displacement estimate at every 
pixel in the image, except for the border pixels eliminated 
by the Gaussian filtering and subsampling in the image 
reduction process. The final valid output field is 225 x 
225 pixels with a velocity estimate at each. The loss of 
data around the borders of the original image is an 
unavoidable consequence of the hierarchical approach. 
First, the original image is filtered by a 3 x 3 Gaussian 
low-pass filter which eliminates the outside border pixels 
at each level of the pyramid. The maximum displacement of 10 
pixels for this example requires at least four reduction 
operations to assure a maximum displacement at the coarsest 
level of less than one pixel (10 - 5 - 2.5 - 1.25 - 0.625). 
During each reduction, the image is sub-sampled by a factor 
of two resulting in the loss of another border row and 
column of valid pixels. During the velocity calculations of 
the projection process, a 3 x 3 template is passed over a 5 
X 5 search window resulting in another loss of border pixels 
at each level up the projection pyramid. Hence 32 border 
pixels are lost around the original image due to the 
process. This is not necessarily a serious problem when 
dealing with real satellite imagery, since usually it is 
possible to select an image which is much larger than the
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actual area of interest for velocity calculations. If this 
is not possible, an image may be padded with pixels on all 
sides for which no actual computations are made. The loss 
of border pixels is primarily dependent on the number of 
pyramid levels required to resolve the maximum expected 
velocity. This does raise some concerns about applications 
to coastal areas.
5.1.1 Coastal Applications
The loss of border pixels is due to the filtering, sub­
sampling, and the projections used in the hierarchical 
process. At first glance, this might be expected to 
severely restrict the use of the technique in coastal ocean 
areas. However, for well navigated images, all land areas 
can be blocked out with a good closed-polygon coastline 
file. Typically, these areas of the image are set equal to 
zero or to some reserved value not considered in the 
computations. However, for real image applications, 
blanked-out land areas will be processed with the rest of 
the image and should appear as areas of no motion.
Consider a random image with a simulated straight, 
blanked-out coast on the left as shown in Figure 5.6. The 
first 64 pixels on the left are considered to be the land 
area. A second image was formed by translating this image 
by 10 pixels in the positive y direction. The resulting 
image pair was then processed in a 5-level pyramid as in the 
previous section with 5 smoothing iterations. A cross
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Figure 5.6 Random image with a boundary on left side.
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section of the displacement results across the "coastal 
boundary" from pixels x=60-72 along y=128 is shown in Figure 
5.7. The calculated displacement at x=66 has recovered the 
actual value within 1% and at subsequent pixels is quite 
accurate. The directional error for these pixels is less 
than 0.5 degrees in all cases. Apparently the algorithm is 
robust enough to pick up the movement at each level of the 
pyramid until the finest level. At that point, to compute 
a value for x=65 would require values at x=63 and 64 for 
which no displacement is seen. This result suggests that 
the first valid estimate of the motion along a properly 
blanked coastline would be at the second offshore pixel or, 
nominally for the AVHRR, no closer than about 2.2km. Since 
the example shown is an ideal case, computations within 
perhaps 5 km of the coast should probably be evaluated with 
caution.
5.2 REAL IMAGE - TRANSLATIONAL VELOCITY FIELD
The real AVHRR SST image of Figure 4.8 was translated 
diagonally exactly as the random image of Chapter 5.1. The 
rms speed and direction errors are shown in Figure 5.8. 
Initial errors with no smoothing (zero iterations) are 
similar to those for the random image and immediate error 
reductions are apparent within the first few iterations. In 
contrast to the random case, the rms errors at iteration 5 
were 2.5% and 1.0° for speed and direction, respectively. 
Thus, somewhat surprisingly, the algorithm approached a
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Figure 5.7 Actual and computed displacements for pixels 
60-72 along y=128 in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.8 Error in recovered speed and direction for real 
image diagonally displaced by 10 pixels as a function of 
number of smoothing iterations.
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minimum error in fewer iterations for a completely random 
image undergoing constant translation. Continuing to 
increase the number of iterations for the real image 
revealed continually decreasing rms errors where, at 100 
iterations, the rms speed and direction errors were 0.98%, 
and 0.5°. It is clear from Figure 5.8, however, that 
iterating beyond about 50 may not be worth the increased 
computational effort for the slight increases in precision 
of the estimated velocity field. In fact, the directional 
error by iteration 10 is less than 1° and may be better than 
any oceanographic measurement precision. The rms speed 
error at iteration 10 is 2.7% which for our estimated 
maximum speeds of 25 and 50 cm-s'- corresponds to about 0.7 
and 1.4 cm-s''. Thus, for realistic ocean surface velocities, 
any iterations beyond 20 may be superfluous.
For comparison purposes, the initial computed field for 
iteration zero (no smoothing) is shown in Figure 5.9. By 
iteration 10 (Figure 5.10), the computed field is a 
reasonable representation of the actual field. The main 
errors are along the lower left and extreme upper right 
corners. Figure 5.11 shows the smoothed vectors after 100 
iterations, and presents an excellent match to the actual 
diagonal velocity. The apparent reason why the real field 
requires more iterations to achieve a relative equilibrium 
at minimum rms error is that the random field contains much 
more relative thermal relief in local areas. The random
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Figure 5.9 Computed velocity field for real image 
diagonally displaced with no iterative smoothing.
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Figure 5.10 Computed velocity field for real image 
diagonally displaced with smoothing iterations = 10.
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Figure 5.11 Computed velocity field for real image 
diagonally displaced with smoothing iterations = 100
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image has a uniform random distribution of temperature while 
the real image has a Gaussian distribution with large areas 
of nearly uniform temperature. With no local clues in small 
local neighborhoods with nearly uniform temperatures, the 
algorithm must spend more iterations to interpret the 
surrounding neighborhoods during the linear smoothing and 
iteration process. The computational expense of the 
hierarchical algorithm is more heavily dependent on the size 
of the initial image and the number of levels required than 
on the number of iterations. Iterations are done at each 
level of the image pyramid in random access memory (RAM) 
which poses no significant computational slowdown. Each 
level of the pyramid is read in from and written to disk 
requiring about three orders of magnitude more time than RAM 
computations. Typical computation times for 20 iterations 
for the 5-level pyramid of 225 x 225 pixels at the top level 
are about 20 minutes on an IBM-compatible Pentium 13 3 MHz 
microcomputer, and about 2.5 minutes on a Silicon Graphics 
Indigo^ (R4000 chip) workstation. Computational expense is 
shown later in this Chapter for larger real images.
5.3 RANDOM IMAGE - ROTATIONAL VELOCITY FIELD
The random image was advected by the rotational 
velocity field by the SMZ numerical technique as shown in 
Chapter 4.3. The image pyramid and the resulting images are 
those of Figures 4.5 and 4.6. The initial 256 x 256 pixel 
image and the overlaid numerical velocity field are shown in
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Figure 5.12. The velocity vector overlay is shown only at 
every eighth pixel. The obvious blurring and smoothing 
effects on subsequent images in the image pyramid have been 
previously discussed.
The estimation of the rotational velocity field for the 
random image used the assumption of a locally linear 
velocity field. Figure 5.13 shows the rms error versus 
iteration number for both speed and direction. The rms 
error was calculated at every pixel within the valid model 
area. Clearly, the more complicated velocity field applied 
to the initial random image has decreased the accuracy of 
the final calculated results. It is interesting to note 
that, at iteration = 0, the initial errors are not much 
different from the translational case(Figure 5.2). The rms 
speed error is 58.1% and the direction error is 40.8°. The 
important point is that, by iteration 3 both the rms speed 
and direction errors have reached equilibrium at a minimum 
of 9.4% and 5.9°, respectively. There is no reason to 
expect any improvement in accuracy by extending the 
iterative procedure beyond ten at the very most.
The computed fields for iterations 0,1 and 10 are shown 
in Figures 5.14-5.16. As with the translational field, the 
initial estimates with no smoothing are not good estimates 
of the actual flow. By iteration 10 (Figure 5.16), however, 
the estimates appear to be a reasonable approximation to the 
actual velocity field. To examine more closely the errors.
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Figure 5.12 a) Original random image 
with superimposed rotational velocity 
field, b) resulting second image using 
the SMZ advection algorithm.

























Figure 5.13 Error in recovered speed and direction for 
random image rotationally advected as a function of number 
of smoothing iterations.
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Figure 5.14 Computed velocity field for random image 
rotationally advected with no iterative smoothing.
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Figure 5.15 Computed velocity field for random image 
rotationally advected with smoothing iterations = 1.
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Figure 5.16 Computed velocity field for random image 
rotationally advected with smoothing iterations = 10.
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the percent speed and direction errors were calculated for 
the entire image area at every pixel in the 22 5 x 22 5 image 
at the finest grid level of the pyramid. Figure 5.17 is the 
percent speed error surface. The largest errors are 
concentrated in the middle of the image. The reason for the 
large errors is that the speed magnitudes near the center 
are small and small errors in magnitude are reflected in 
relatively large percentage errors. A similar error surface 
for direction is shown in Figure 5.18. The directional 
errors are also largest near the center but confined to a 
smaller radius around the center pixel. This indicates that 
while percent speed errors may be large near the middle 
where relative speeds are small, the directional sense of 
the flow field is preserved except where the imposed 
velocity magnitude is near zero. Away from the central 
portion of the image, both the error surfaces appear to be 
relatively random and suggest a very close fit to the 
original velocity field.
5.4 REAL IMAGE - ROTATIONAL VELOCITY FIELD
The real image shown in Figure 4.8 (image pyramid of 
Figure 4.9) was subjected to the same non-divergent 
rotational advection field as the random image of the 
previous section. The hierarchical algorithm was then 
applied to recover the flow field. The rms errors for speed 
and direction are shown in Figure 5.19. At iteration 0 the 
initial rms speed error is 82.8% which is substantially







Figure 5.17 Percent recovered speed error surface for 
random image rotationally advected.
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Figure 5.18 Recovered direction error (degrees) surface 
for random image rotationally advected.
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Figure 5.19 Error in recovered speed and direction for 
real image rotationally advected as a function of number 
of smoothing iterations.
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larger than for any of the previous cases. The direction 
error is 49.9° and is comparable to the random image case. 
Contrasted to the linear translation of the real image 
(Chapter 5.2), the number of iterations to reach equilibrium 
is about 20, but the errors are larger than those for the 
rotated random image. At iteration 20, the rms speed and 
direction errors are 12.6% and 4.9°, respectively.
The computed vector fields for iterations 0, 1, and 20 
are shown in Figures 5.20-5.22. The large magnitude errors 
estimated with no smoothing (0 iterations) are evident when 
compared to the random image case(Figure 5.14). By iteration 
20, however, the computed field is a reasonably good visual 
representation of the initial vector field.
The complete error surfaces analogous to Figures 5.17 
and 5.18 are displayed in Figures 5.23 and 5.24. The 
largest errors are again concentrated in the central portion 
where velocity magnitudes are small. Additionally, the 
errors throughout the rest of the image are relatively 
larger than those for the random image, but still quite 
good.
These results demonstrate that the hierarchical 
approach is capable of recovering a rather complicated 
nonlinear velocity field for real satellite imagery with an 
rms error of less than 13% in speed and 5° in direction for 
every pixel in the image. The only free parameter used to 
recover the velocity field is the number of iterations. The
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Figure 5.20 Computed velocity field for real image 
rotationally advected with no iterative smoothing.
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Figure 5.21 Computed velocity field for real image 
rotationally advected with smoothing iterations = 1.
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Figure 5.22 Computed velocity field for real image 
rotationally advected with smoothing iterations = 20
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Figure 5.23 Percent recovered speed error surface for 
real image rotationally advected.





Figure 5.24 Recovered direction error 
for real image rotationally advected.
[degrees) surface
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results suggest that no more than 20 iterations are required 
at each level when using real satellite images.
At each level of the image pyramid, the first image is 
warped by bilinear interpolation toward the second image by 
the displacement field calculated at that level. At the 
finest or highest level then, the warped image and the 
second image should be identical, if the procedure exactly 
duplicated the input velocity field and the bilinear 
interpolation was exact. Figure 5.25 shows the warped first 
image (a), the second image (b) , and the difference image 
(c) formed by subtracting the first two. The difference 
image for matching images should be zero everywhere. For 
most areas of the image, the differences are small. In 
Figure 5.25(c), the large areas of light gray represent zero 
differences, while darker and lighter shades are are 
negative and positive differences in digital counts, 
respectively. As one might expect, the largest differences 
are around fronts where the horizontal thermal gradients are 
high. Small errors in displacement around these fronts can 
cause relatively large errors in thermal differences between 
the images. The histogram of the difference image in Figure 
5.25(c) is shown in Figure 5.26 and demonstrates the 
relatively good fit provided between the two images. Out of 
a total of 50,625 pixels, 32% are identical (difference=0) 
and 92% are within ±0.2°C of a perfect match between images. 
The actual difference surface between the two images is




























Figure 5.25 a) Original second real image, b) first image warped 
towards second image by rotational advection, and c) difference 















TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE (DEGREES C)
Figure 5.26 Histogram of temperature differences for 
Figures 5.2 5 (a) and (b).
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plotted in Figure 5.27, and for most of the image the errors 
are relatively small (<0.5°C). The largest errors are along 
the edges and near the largest horizontal temperature 
gradients. The overall rms temperature difference computed 
from this surface is less than 0.2°C. In this context, it 
is worth noting that the real first image has a temperature 
range from 11.6° to 22.3 °C with a mean of 18.3°C and a 
standard deviation of 1.9°C.
5 . 5 REAL IMAGE PAIR - CALCULATED FIELD
The first of the real image pairs to test the algorithm 
uses the real image of the previous section as the first of 
two and is shown in Figure 5.28(a) . It is described in 
Chapter 4.4. The second image (Figure 5.28b) is co­
registered to the first and represents the SST from the 
NOAA-11 satellite about 11.1 hours later. With the 5 level 
pyramid used for the test cases, a maximum displacement of 
up to 16 pixels (17.6 km) can be detected. This gives a 
maximum detectable speed of about 44 cm-s'^ - which is probably 
sufficient for the maximum expected speeds in the vicinity 
of the eddies shown.
While it is not apparent in Figure 5.28, the major 
obvious movement seen by flickering between images on the 
computer screen is that of southeastward flow of cooler 
water from the northern portion of the image and a northward 
flow of warmer water from the southern portion. A sense of 
both cyclonic and anticyclonic flow patterns is apparent but








Figure 5.27 Temperature difference surface for 
images in Figure 5.25 (a) and (b).
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Figure 5.28 a) First of real SST image pair used 
for testing, b) second image 11.1 hours later.
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not conclusive. Figure 5.29 shows the hierarchically 
computed velocity field for every eighth pixel superimposed 
on the second image. While the calculated pattern is a 
rather complex field. Figure 5.29 clearly shows a southward 
flow of cooler water from the north which is moving rapidly 
southeastward and eastward in the northwestern and central 
portion of the image. Flow along the eastern edge is mainly 
toward the south with some veering towards the southeast. 
The northward motion of the warmer water converges with the 
southward flow and a real sense of a large anticyclone can 
be seen in the central portion of the image. Additionally, 
some indication can be seen of a possible cyclonic motion in 
the lower left comer and an anticyclonic trend is apparent 
in the lower right. The maximum calculated speed is 2 8 
cm-s'S which is well below that of the maximum detectable 
up to 16 pixels (17.6 km) can be detected. This gives a 
maximum detectable speed of about 44 cm-s‘^ which is probably 
sufficient for the maximum expected speeds in the vicinity 
of the eddies shown.
Since the actual velocity field is unknown in this 
case, the tests for validity of the computed field are not 
so direct as in the previous test cases. Figure 5.30 gives 
a) the second image of the pair, b) the first image warped 
toward the second by the computed velocity field, and c) the 
scaled image difference of the two. As before, the light 
gray shades indicate zero difference and darker/lighter
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 5.29 Hierarchically computed velocity field for the 
real SST image pair of Figure 5.28. Vectors plotted at 
every eighth pixel.































Figure 5.30 a) Second of real image pair, b) first image warped toward 
the second image by calculated velocity field, and c) image difference. VIo
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shades indicate negative and positive differences. The 
largest departures from no-change are around the largest 
horizontal temperature gradients for the same reasons 
outlined before. The actual temperature difference surface 
is plotted in Figure 5.31. A comparison of Figure 5.31 with 
the analogous one for the rotated real image (Figure 5.27) 
indicates that the image differences are about two to three 
times larger for the real image pair and the computed field. 
Note that the temperature difference scale for Figure 5.31 
is twice that of Figure 5.27.
The histogram of image-difference temperatures for the 
surface of Figure 5.31 is shown in Figure 5.32 and can be 
compared to Figure 5.26 for the rotated real image. Note 
scale changes between these Figures. For both cases, the 
difference field has a mean of essentially zero. The 
standard deviations, however, indicate the differences for 
the two cases. The standard deviation for the rotated real 
image difference is 0.13°C, while that for the present case 
is 0.33°C. For the rotated image, 92% of the image 
differences were between ±0.2°C. For the real image pair 
differences, with the much greater spread indicated by the 
standard deviation, only 62.5% of the differences are within 
±0.2°C. The 92% level found in the rotated images is 
reached for the real images only at the ±0.5°C level.
These results indicate, as might be expected, that 
computations for a pair of real satellite images are much





Figure 5.31 Image difference surface for Figures 
5.30 (a) and (b).
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Figure 5.32 Histogram of temperature differences for 
Figure 5.31.
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more difficult than for any combination of artificial and 
real images and velocity fields. However, the results do 
show that a realistic velocity field has been reconstructed 
from a complex pair of satellite-measured SST images which 
provides an estimate of the surface currents. The only real 
tests are those which might be measured by wind-adjusted 
ship-drifts, satellite-tracked surface drifters, or feature- 
tracking by human interaction. All of these tests have 
their own inherent limitations which are discussed in the 
Conclusions (Chapter 6).
The excellent results for the test cases cannot be 
ignored when interpreting the results for the real image 
pair. Based on the information presented, the hierarchical 
approach should reproduce the actual velocity field with an 
rms error of less than 13% in magnitude and 5° in direction. 
The number of iterations required is estimated at no more 
than 3 0 at each pyramid level.
5.6 COMPARISON TO MAXIMUM CROSS-CORRELATION (MCC)
The MCC technique is discussed extensively in Chapter 
2.3. The major problem with standard MCC is the reduced 
spatial resolution for current vectors when it is applied to 
the full resolution image. The methods used here are 
presented in Chapter 4.6. This section reviews the results 
of the MCC technique on the random and real images which 
were translated and rotationally advected.
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5.6.1 Random Images-Diagonal Displacement
The MCC technique is very successful when applied to 
large-scale, linear translational fields. The diagonally 
translated random images of Chapter 5.1 were used as input 
to the standard MCC calculation using a 3 x 3 template and 
23 X 23 search window. The input field is reproduced 
exactly for each search window. The main limitation is that 
the spatial resolution is reduced due to the large window 
size. The derived velocity field is shown in Figure 5.33. 
The MCC technique reproduces exactly the input field at the 
23 X 23 spatial resolution required. Compare, however, to 
Figure 5.5 where the hierarchical technique computes a value 
at every pixel even though the figure shows only every 
eighth pixel vector.
5.6.2 Real Images - Diagonal Displacement
The MCC technique was applied to the 10 pixel 
diagonally-translated real images of Chapter 5.2. The best 
possible combination of a 3 x 3 template window and a 23 x 
23 search window produces a rms velocity error of 9.1% and 
a rms direction error of 3 5.5°. Figure 5.34 shows the 
computed field for the 23 x 23 grid size superimposed on the 
actual contoured temperature field of the first image in the 
pair. The major errors usually occur where the thermal 
field has small horizontal gradients. The lower left 
quadrant of Figure 5.34 is a good example. The lack of 
horizontal relief in the surface temperature field is a
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Figure 5.33 Recovered velocity field using MCC 
technique for random image diagonally displaced by 10 
pixels. Search window is 23x23 pixels and template 
window is 3x3 pixels.
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Figure 5.34 Recovered velocity field using MCC technique 
with 23x23 pixel search window and 3x3 pixel template 
window for real image diagonally displaced by 10 pixels. 
Dotted lines are SST contours for the first image.
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severe problem for both MCC and gradient techniques for real 
images. Reducing spatial resolution by increasing the 
window sizes is the easiest way to introduce relief into the 
windows for the cross-correlation. In this example, when 
the window sizes are increased to 5 x 5 and 25 x 25, the MCC 
technic[ue again reproduces the actual displacement field 
exactly (Figure 5.35), but at reduced spatial resolution.
5.6.3 Random Images - Rotational Velocity
The MCC technique was reasonably successful for both 
random and real image pairs which had a spatially uniform 
diagonal translation. The MCC was also applied to the 
random images of Chapter 5.3 for which the advection field 
was sheared, rotating, and non-divergent. For the case of 
the 3 x 3  and 23 x 23 window pairs operating on the random 
image pair, the percentage rms speed deviation and rms 
direction errors were 266% and 105°, respectively. Figure
5.3 6 shows the actual velocity values for the 23 x 23 
spatial scale, while Figure 5.37 shows the MCC-calculated 
vectors. Clearly the MCC technique fails to recover any 
reasonable approximation to the actual flow. The 5 x 5  and 
2 5 X  25 window pairs vector field had rms speed and 
direction errors of 111% and 91°, respectively. While the 
reduced resolution results are better than the smaller 
windows. Figure 5.38 shows that the calculated field still 
fails to provide even a sense of the true flow field. For 
the random image pairs, the hierarchical technique results
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Figure 5.35 Recovered velocity field using MCC technique 
for real image diagonally displaced by 10 pixels. Search 
window is 25x25 pixels and template window is 5x5 pixels.
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Figure 5.36 Actual rotational non-divergent advective 
velocity field plotted on 23x23 pixel resolution.
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Figure 5.37 Recovered velocity field using MCC technique 
for random image rotated. Search window is 23x23 pixels 
and template window is 3x3 pixels.
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Figure 5.38 Recovered velocity field using MCC technique 
for random image rotated. Search window is 25x25 pixels 
and template window is 5x5 pixels.
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shown in Chapter 5.3 are clearly superior to the standard 
MCC approach. If the MCC technique fails for random images 
with a guaranteed horizontal temperature relief, results 
likely will be worse for real SST images.
5.6.4 Real Images - Rotational Velocity
As expected, the results for the rotated real images 
are extremely poor for both sets of window sizes. The rms 
percentage speed and rms direction errors for the 3 x 3  and 
23 X  23 window pair are 1371% and 91°, respectively. The 
plot of the calculated field is shown in Figure 5.39. The 
computed field does not reproduce the input field even in 
the abstract as a qualitative "feel" of flow. The results 
for the 5 x 5  and 25 x 25 windows give an improved rms speed 
deviation of 109% and a slightly improved rms direction 
error of 63°. Figure 5.40 shows the calculated flow field. 
It gives more of a "sense" of the actual rotating flow than 
that in Figure 5.39. However, these standard MCC results 
are useless for quantitative estimates of a true velocity 
field calculated from real SST imagery. Compare the results 
of Figures 5.39 and 5.40 with those of the hierarchical 
technique shown in Figure 5.22. The new technique (Chapter 
5.5) is able to reproduce the input field with a vector at 
every pixel at the finest spatial resolution with an rms 
speed error of only 12.6% and a rms direction error of about 
5° .
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Figure 5.39 Recovered velocity field using MCC technique 
for real image rotated. Search window is 23x23 pixels and 
template window is 3x3 pixels.
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Figure 5.40 Recovered velocity field using MCC technique 
for real image rotated. Search window is 25x25 pixels and 
template window is 5x5 pixels.
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Because the MCC technique fails to reproduce the 
rotational velocity field accurately, no attempt is made to 
test the MCC results on real image pairs as in Chapter 5.5.
5.7 COMPARISON TO GRADIENT METHODS
The new hierarchical technique developed in this 
dissertation is a variation of the cross-correlation 
approach. Gradient-based techniques were also tested using 
the real and artificial images and imposed velocity fields. 
The two gradient approaches tested were Horn-Schunck (HS) 
smoothing and Projection Onto Convex Sets (POCS) . The 
methods used for both are discussed in Chapters 4.5.1 and 
4.5.2.
5.7.1 HS Smoothing
The diagonally displaced random image pair was used to 
extract the velocity field by HS smoothing for window sizes 
of 11 X 11 and 21 x 21 pixels. Each calculation was 
performed for values of the smoothing parameter = 0.25, 
0.50, 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0. The larger the value of tt", the
more heavily weighted is the local smoothing of the computed 
field. Recall that HS smoothing is using the local 
horizontal velocity gradient as the constraint to allow 
iterative solution of equations 2.14 and 2.15. Figures 5.41 
and 5.42 show the results for the calculated speed error 
(rms %) for both window sizes as a function of the number of 
smoothing iterations. Clearly, the HS approach fails to 
accurately retrieve the actual velocity field for either
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Figure 5.41 Error in recovered speed for random image 
diagonally displaced by 10 pixels as a function of number 
of iterations for various values of HS smoothing 
parameter. Window size 11x11 pixels.
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Figure 5.42 Error in recovered speed for random image 
diagonally displaced by 10 pixels as a function of number 
of iterations for various values of HS smoothing 
parameter. Window size 21x21 pixels.
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window size. Even after 50 to 100 iterations for small 
values of a^ , the 21 x 21 pixel window (Figure 5.42) has a 
rms error of just under 60%. Direction errors (not shown) 
are also unacceptably large. Increasing the amount of
smoothing does not increase the accuracy of the results and 
for large a^ , the errors do not converge rapidly to an
equilibrium result after 500 iterations. Because of the 
poor results for the simple diagonal translation of a random 
image, HS was not even tested on the random image advected 
by the sheared rotating flow field.
HS smoothing fared much better when tested on the
diagonally translated real SST image (Figure 4.5). Figures
5.43 and 5.44 show the rms speed errors for the 11 x 11 and 
21 X 21 pixel window sizes, respectively. For values of 
a^ <l, the error approaches a minimum value of about 10% for 
the 11 X 11 pixel window and about 7% for the 21 x 21 pixel 
window after 100 iterations or more. While these are good 
results, they are worse than those for the hierarchical 
technique which gave a 2.7% rms error after only 10 
iterations (see Figure 5.8) and with a vector calculated at 
every pixel. Even standard MCC techniques (Chapter 5.6.2) 
computed the field on a 23 x 23 pixel grid scale with a rms 
speed error of 9.1% with no iteration required. Hence HS 
smoothing is not likely to outperform MCC when the total 
computational expense is considered.
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Figure 5.43 Error in recovered speed for real image 
diagonally displace by 10 pixels as a function of number 
of iterations for various values of HS smoothing 
parameter. Window size 11x11 pixels.
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Figure 5.44 Error in recovered speed for real image 
diagonally displaced by 10 pixels as a function of number 
of iterations for various values of HS smoothing 
parameter. Window size 21x21 pixels.
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Even though HS did not give spectacular results for a 
simple diagonal translation of images, it also was tested on 
the real image advected by the rotational velocity field for 
the 21 X 21 window size. Figure 5.45 shows the error 
results for various values of (different from previous
Figures). Again, the best relative errors are large (-28%) 
when compared to those for the new hierarchical 
technique (-12.6%) . Note that for a^<l, the rms error 
rapidly decreases but then increases as the iterations 
continue. This effect is created because initially the 
smoothing is concentrated locally when iterations are few. 
Because the velocity field is not spatially constant, 
however, repeated iterations cause the computed field to be 
successively smeared until an equilibrium is reached when no 
further smearing is possible. For completeness. Figure 5.46 
shows the HS calculated velocity field for the 21 x 21 pixel 
window scale. The general sense of the actual input velocity 
field (see Figure 5.36, for example) is evident including 
the sheared rotational nature. The accuracies are not, 
however, as good as the proposed hierarchical approach.
These results indicate quite well why HS smoothing is 
not an advisable approach to real problems. There are two 
free parameters which must be set a priori by the user, a* 
and the number of iterations. The results shown in Figures 
5.41 through 5.45 demonstrate that it would be virtually 
impossible for an analyst to decide which values to use for
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Figure 5.45 Error in recovered speed for rotationally 
advected real image as a function of number of iterations 
for various values of HS smoothing parameter. Window size 
is 21x21 pixels.
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Figure 5.46 Recovered velocity field for real image 
rotationally advected using HS smoothing of 5 iterations.
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each parameter in real situations which are almost certainly 
site specific.
5.7.2 Projection Onto Convex Sets (POCS)
The POCS technique discussed in Chapter 3.2 and the 
methods discussed in Chapter 4.5 were applied to the test 
images. Results were somewhat similar to those for HS 
smoothing in Chapter 5.7.1. For the diagonally displaced 
random image pair, the best results were for a window size 
of 11x11 pixels used to calculate horizontal temperature 
gradients and a 5 x 5 pixel window for the POCS smoothing. 
This provided a rms speed error of 71% and rms direction 
error of 155° after 50 iterations. For the diagonally 
displaced real image pairs, results were improved but still 
not as good as the proposed hierarchical technique. Figure 
5.47 shows the rms speed and direction errors for the 5 x 5  
pixel window sizes which provided the best results, a rms 
speed error of 18% and direction error of 15° after 20 
iterations.
For the real image pair created from the rotating 
advection field, the quantitative results were not very 
accurate compared to the hierarchical technique. However, 
the qualitative vector field shown in Figure 5.48 did 
provide a good sense of the actual flow when compared to 
standard cross-correlation (Figures 5.37 and 5.38) and HS 
smoothing (Figure 5.45). This is likely due to the smaller
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Figure 5.47 Error in recovered speed and direction for 
real image diagonally displaced by 10 pixels using POCS 
technique. Window size is 5x5 pixels.
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Figure 5.48 Recovered velocity field for real image 
rotationally advected using POCS smoothing of 20 
iterations. Window size is 5x5 pixels.
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smoothing window (5 x 5) which the POCS technique uses to 
update and iteratively smooth the calculated field.
While POCS has some advantages over HS smoothing since, 
there are no free smoothing parameters to be specified a 
priori, the quantitative results cannot compare with the 
proposed new techniqpae. The gradient-based techniques are 
not sufficiently robust to provide accurate retrieval of the 
imposed test velocity fields to be considered for 
operational implementation.
5.8 COMPARISON TO GROUND TRUTH MEASUREMENTS
A unique aspect of using satellite images to estimate 
surface velocity fields, usually thought of as an asset, 
also is a problem when trying to evaluate the accuracy or 
precision of the method. The technique essentially provides 
two individual snapshots of the surface temperature field 
frozen in the horizontal spatial dimension and separated by 
a fixed time increment at each location. The hierarchical 
technique, and other cross correlation procedures, use the 
movement of features between images to estimate the 
advective motion. In this sense then, the process uses a 
mixture of Eulerian and Lagrangian estimates of the surface 
flow. The two most common methods of current measurements 
are fixed current meters which provide an Eulerian estimate 
and drifting buoys which are Lagrangian measurements. Since 
the three methods are all measuring currents quite 
differently, it is unlikely that they will match except
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under very restricted circumstances. The use of Doppler 
current- measuring radar systems provides another possible 
method for ground truth estimates of surface currents. 
Surface current measuring coastal and over-the-horizon radar 
systems perhaps come closest to the type of measurements 
made by satellites. For examples of the former see Hodkins 
et al., (1995) and the latter Georges et al. (1995) . Radars 
are able to provide virtually instantaneous snapshots of the 
surface field over a large spatial area. However, they are 
presently limited to highly resolved coastal regions of 
limited extent or coarsely resolved large regions and the 
temporal scale of the measurements are much shorter (of 
order % hour) than those used for satellite cross 
correlation (6-24 hours).
A unique drifting buoy data collection effort was begun 
by the U.S. Department of Interior's Minerals Management 
Service (MMS) in the Gulf of Mexico in 1993 . Satellite- 
tracked, surface-following buoys were released at regular 
intervals in the western Gulf (1993-1994) and the eastern 
Gulf (1996-1997) . Because the buoys were expendable and 
were released continuously over time, typically as many as 
20 or more could be available at any given time. The 
advantage gained was that estimates of the flow field could 
be acquired not only at the given buoy but over a wide 
spatial area at the same time over a year's time span.
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This section presents a comparison of the surface 
currents computed by the hierarchical technique with 
estimates from drifting buoys in the eastern Gulf of Mexico 
in February 1997. This example was chosen primarily because 
of the availability of cloud-free image pairs over large 
areas coincident with MMS drifting buoy data. The 
discussions are necessarily qualitative in nature, since the 
number of comparative spatial locations are limited and the 
two measurements are not entirely equivalent.
Relatively cloud free conditions prevailed over a large 
area of the eastern Gulf of Mexico on 17-18 February, 1997. 
Concurrent MMS drifter buoy data were available from 2 5 
buoys. The hierarchical technique was applied to a pair of 
NOAA-14 SST images obtained on 17 February separated by 
11.38 hours (Figure 5.49). The image for Figure 5.49(a) 
was acquired at 0810 GMT and that for Figure 5.49(b) at 1933 
GMT. Both images are 512x512 pixels with each pixel mapped 
to be 1.47 ]<m per side, and were co-registered and padded at 
the top 100 pixels to allow inclusion of coastal estimates 
of the current. The SST's are represented with white being 
warmer and cold darker but the temperature grey scales are 
not equivalent between images. The 200 and 1000 meter 
isobaths are plotted to show the relative position of the 
Desoto Canyon located at -87 to -87.5 W longitude south of 
the Florida panhandle.
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Figure 5.49 AVHRR sea-surface temperature images on 17 
February 1997 a) 0810Z b) 1933Z. Lighter shades are 
warmer.
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Several dynamic features in this image pair are 
suggested by the relative temperature patterns. A large 
(- 180 km) anticyclonic ring centered at about 21° N and 
87° W appears to be breaking off the main body of the 
current. Three smaller and apparently cyclonic rings can be 
seen around the Desoto Canyon. They are centered 
approximately as follows : a) 28.9° N, 87.9° W on the western 
edge of the Canyon, b) 29.3° N, 86.8° W near the head of the 
Canyon, and c) 28.9° N, 86.2° W on the east side of the 
Canyon. Another small cyclonic cold-core ring is suggested 
centered at about 27.4° N, 84.9° W in Figure 5.49b but is 
partially obscured by clouds in Figure 5.49a.
The midday locations of the MMS drifting buoys for 12- 
20 February are overlain on the first SST image in Figure 
5.50 to gain an overall feel for the flow field. Many of 
the buoys, unfortunately, were in the eastern portion of the 
image in areas of heavy cloud cover for which no 
hierarchical velocity estimates could be made. Almost all 
of those buoys moved consistently southward over the entire 
10 days. Two of the buoys quite clearly show the cyclonic 
flow associated with the cold core ring inferred from the 
SST image and centered in the Desoto Canyon at about 29.3° 
N, 86.8° W. The maximum trajectory diameter is about 40 km. 
However, based on SST alone, the diameter of this cyclone 
would have been estimated at about 70 km.




Figure 5.50 SST image on 17 February 1997 with MMS 
drifting buoy trajectories for 12-20 February.
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The inferred cold core ring on the western edge of the 
Canyon is not seen, since no buoys were in that area. The 
inferred cyclone on the eastern side of the Canyon centered 
at about 28.9° N, 86.2° W does not appear in the buoy 
trajectories even though one buoy in the vicinity does show 
a cyclonic tendency before continuing on towards the 
southwest. It may be that the buoy was not close enough to 
the center of this apparent cyclone to become completely 
entrained.
Another cyclone, not immediately apparent in the SST 
images, is clearly evident in the buoy tracks, and centered 
near 28.2°N, 86.1° W. It has an apparent buoy trajectory 
diameter of about 3 0 km, somewhat smaller than the one 
located nearer to the head of the Desoto Canyon. Curiously, 
between the cyclones detected to the east of the Desoto 
Canyon, there are two other buoy trajectories which show 
persistent motion towards the northeast during most of the 
10 days. Nevertheless, it is apparent from both the SST 
imagery and the buoy tracks that there are a series (at 
least five) of cyclonic eddies located around the periphery 
of the Desoto Canyon. Cold-core eddies detected by remote 
sensing and associated with the Canyon have been known for 
some time (Huh, et al.,1981), but rarely have been 
documented with actual ground-truth information.
Despite the highly organized flow patterns of some of 
the buoy tracks, others demonstrate highly erratic flow.
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especially inside the 200 meter isobath south of the 
northern Gulf coast and off the Mississippi River Delta. 
Note that 90° and even 180° direction reversals are common 
within 24 hours. Longer term studies of these drifters 
produced in movie loops with superimposed buoy tracks and 
coastal winds show that these reversals are remarkably 
spatially (over hundreds of kilometers) and temporally 
(within 6 hours) coherent with wind changes (Johnson,W., 
1997; personal communication). It is these rapid wind- 
induced changes in speed and direction that make comparison 
of the satellite-detected velocity fields extremely 
difficult to compare with the buoy data.
The hierarchical technique was applied to the image 
pair of Figure 5.49 with a seven level image pyramid. With 
a time interval of 11.3 8 hours between images and a pixel 
size of 1.47 }on, the maximum speed detectable is 94.08 km 
over 11.38 hours or about 2.3 m-s"\ which far exceeds the 
maximum expected speed for this image pair. The smoothing 
calculation used 50 iterations exceeding the requirements 
for real images described in Chapter 5.4.
Figure 5.51 shows the results of the hierarchical
calculation with vectors plotted every eight pixels. Note
that the axes are in pixels instead of latitude and
longitude. The missing vectors in the lower right hand
corner are the result of cloud contamination. Major
features of the general large scale flow are: a)a relatively
*





Figure 5.51 SST image on 17 February 1997 with 
hierarchically computed surface current vectors plotted 
every eight pixels.
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strong flow (up to 3 5 cm-s'^  towards the north in the
southwest corner of the field generally veering towards the 
northeast, b) an apparent advection of the anticyclonic warm 
core ring towards the northeast at 30-35 cm-s‘S c) a strong 
(up to -40 cm-s'M and coherent advective event towards the 
east-southeast and southeast just south of Cape San Bias, d) 
an eastward and southeastward flowing coastal current along 
the entire Florida panhandle which generally follows the 
inshore edge of the 200 meter isobath including apparent
steering by the Desoto Canyon, and e) a hint of weak
cyclonic circulation associated with the cooler water at the 
head of the Canyon.
Figure 5.52 is an expanded view of the northern portion 
of the computed flow in Figure 5.51 with the 17 February 
drifting buoy vectors (white) superimposed. The 100 meter 
isobath has been added for detail. The strong east-
southeastward and southeastward flow south of the Florida 
panhandle is clearly represented in the drifting buoys. The 
maximum daily mean buoy speed was 3 6 cm-s''- towards 115° True 
at the location just south of Cape San Bias. The 
hierarchically computed values at that location are 27.6 
cm-s‘‘ and 102° True, and, compared to the buoy data, 
represent errors of 23% in speed (underestimated) and 13° in 
direction. Two other buoy vectors were available shoreward 
of the 100 meter isobath; one west of Cape San Bias, and 
another south of Mobile Bay. The daily mean for the buoy
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Figure 5.52 Expanded view of Figure 5.51 showing computed 
vectors (black) and MMS buoy daily mean vectors (white) 
for 17 February 1997.
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west of Cape San Bias was 22 cms'^ towards 146° and the 
computed values are 12 cm-s’’^ and 116° for an apparent
underestimate in speed of 45% and direction of 30°. For the 
location south of Mobile Bay the buoy values were 6 cm-s'^  
and 118°T while calculated values are 7 cm-s'^  at 104°T. In 
this latter case, the computed velocity overestimates the 
buoy speed by about 16% with a directional difference of 
14° .
An informative aspect of the computed field is the 
relative importance of the bottom topography to the coastal 
flow. Significant steering of the current can be seen 
associated with the 100 and 200 meter isobaths. Southeast 
of Mobile Bay, the computed flow is weakly towards the east 
and southeast then turns abruptly towards the northeast 
along the 100 meter isobath. The flow parallels the 100 
meter contour, turns abruptly towards the southeast at the 
head of the Canyon and, again follows the topography before 
veering eastward near the longitude of Cape San Bias. 
Additionally, the flow from the deeper portion of the 
northern Canyon veers to the right on both the eastern and 
western sides as it approaches shallower water with a 
suggestion of an anticyclonic eddy at the shallowest portion 
of the Canyon seaward of the 100 meter contour. The two 
buoy vectors located at about x=175, y=290 and x=190, y=295 
clearly confirm this veering effect; however, the computed
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speeds are again consistently lower than the buoy daily 
vector means.
The cyclonic rotational tendency of the apparent eddy 
at the head of the Canyon between the 200 and 1000 meter 
isobaths (centered near x=208, y=256) is clearly captured by 
the computed flow field in Figure 5.52. Daily mean vectors 
for two buoys, apparently captured within the eddy on 17 
February, also are shown. While the computed field reveals 
a definite cyclonic directional tendency, the computed 
speeds significantly underestimate the buoy speeds. For the 
northernmost buoy, the buoy and computed velocities are 20 
cm-s'\ 227°T and 7 cm-s"'-, 118°T, respectively. For the
other buoy, the respective values are 13 cm*s ‘, 159° for the 
buoy, and 5 cm-s'S 142° computed. Thus, the computed speeds 
are underestimates by 65% and 46% but the directions are 
reasonably good with errors of less than 20° in both cases.
Only one buoy track appears to be totally inconsistent 
with at least the qualitative sense of the computed flow. 
The buoy vector located at about x=2 65, y=185 is directed 
over 90° clockwise from the local computed flow. The reason 
for this anomaly is unclear. These direct comparisons 
assume, of course, that the buoy daily mean vectors are the 
actual values. The mismatch of time and space scales, 
however, between these two estimates of the actual flow make 
quantitatively equivalent flow vectors impossible to 
determine.
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Many of the features in the imagery could be identified 
manually by flickering between the two views on a computer 
screen and marking the vector translation of the features. 
As previously mentioned, this technique is laborious, time 
consuming, and operator dependent. However, to further 
assess the computed vector field. Figure 5.53 shows an 
overlay of the manually identified vectors as white arrows. 
In the presumably primarily wind-driven regime shoreward of 
the 200 meter isobath, the comparisons are remarkably 
consistent. The steering associated with the bathymetry is 
readily apparent. The cyclonic rotation associated with the 
eddy at the head of the Canyon is also depicted by the 
feature tracking. It is significant that feature tracking 
did not reveal any cyclonic tendency for the two apparent 
eddies (inferred from the temperature patterns) on opposite 
sides of the Desoto Canyon, but an apparent translation of 
the features towards the north-northeast and west-southwest, 
respectively. The major disagreement between the 
hierarchically computed flow and the feature tracking occurs 
at about x=250, y=190 where a major feature was tracked
moving generally westward at speeds of about 50 cm-s''-. Note 
that this apparently is a strong convergence zone. The 
hierarchical technique appears to have failed in this area.
Although no buoys were located within the area of the 
warm core ring which apparently was separating from the Loop 
Current, the hierarchically derived field was computed for
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Figure 5.53 Expanded view of Figure 5.51 showing computed 
vectors (black) and manually tracked feature vectors 
(white) for 17 February 1997.
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that area as well. The computed field (Figure 5.54) shows 
a clear anticyclonic rotation centered at about x=152, y=112 
with a maximum apparent swirl speed on the southeast corner 
of about 40 cm-s"'-. While the anticyclonic rotation is
clear, there is also an apparent translational component to 
the eddy as a whole towards the north-northwest on the 
western edge, towards the north on the north central portion 
of the eddy, and towards the northeast and east on the 
eastern edge. The implied flow on the northern edge of the 
eddy thus indicates a strong divergence associated with the 
feature which could be a potential source for the cooler 
water north of the eddy. With no ground truth buoy 
information available, however, the computed field cannot be 
verified. It is consistent with the inferred flow of the 
anticyclonic eddy, and manual flickering between the two 
images confirms the translational patterns on the northern 
edges of the eddy. The isothermal nature of many eddies, 
especially near their centers, also effectively prohibits 
reliable determination of cross correlation matches.
Overall, the computed flow for the entire eastern Gulf 
for this image pair demonstrates a consistent pattern for 
the surface currents when compared to daily mean buoy 
vectors and manually tracked features. This is especially 
true in coastal areas with sufficient thermal relief and 
currents dominated by wind stress. The computed flow 
appears to underestimate the buoy speeds in almost all cases




Figure 5.54 SST image of anticyclone in central Gulf on 17 
February 1997 with hierarchically computed surface 
velocity vectors plotted every eight pixels.
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where direct comparisons are possible. However, when the 
extreme daily variability apparent in the buoy trajectories 
(Figure 5.50) is considered, it is not surprising that daily 
mean buoy vectors cannot be considered equivalent to the 
computed flow over an 11-12 hour period. Hierarchically 
computed flow appears to be less reliable when attempting to 
resolve eddies with both rotation and advection as in the 
case of the anticyclonic eddy of Figure 5.54.
The next Chapter will summarize these results and will 
include a discussion of potential errors and possibilities 
for further research.
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation presents a new hierarchical technique 
to calculate surface current vectors from paired sequences 
of satellite imagery at every pixel in the image. The 
hierarchical approach uses the concept of an image pyramid 
established by successive Gaussian filtering, and sub­
sampling of the original images proceeding from a finer to 
coarser spatial resolution. Some of the unique aspects 
introduced include:
1)the use of an adaptation of the Projection Onto 
Convex Sets (POCS) assumption of locally linear 
velocity field smoothing;
2)numerical advection of initial images for testing 
recovered fields;
3) estimates of the root-mean-square (rms) errors of all 
tested techniques;
4) the use of orthogonal polynomial representation of 
locally computed, cross-correlation fields at the sub­
pixel level;
5)velocity field computation at the sub-pixel level at 
coarser spatial scales;
6)warping of images by computed velocity fields;
7)velocity field projection from coarser to finer 
spatial resolution scales;
196
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8)re-computation of velocity field at each spatial 
scale; and
9)iterative smoothing using a locally linear 
approximation.
While the technique uses a maximum cross-correlation (MCC) 
process for estimating the surface currents, it is 
demonstrated to be far superior to both gradient-based and 
standard MCC techniques.
The results of Chapter 5 show that the new hierarchical 
approach proposed in this dissertation provides 
significantly better results that standard MCC and gradient- 
based methods. Table 6.1 presents a summary of pertinent 
results for a real sea-surface temperature (SST) image which 
has been numerically advected by a rotating, sheared 
velocity field. In every aspect, the hierarchical technique 
produced, Dmore accurate results at, 2)a smaller spatial 
resolution with, 3)fewer iterations and, 4)number of free 
parameters in, 5)a shorter amount of computer time, than any 
of the other tested techniques.
Gradient techniques tested include both iterative Horn- 
Schunck (HS) smoothing, and a modification of POCS. The 
hierarchical approach is far superior to both. The main 
problems with all gradient-based approaches are related to 
non-advective changes in the local sea-surface temperature 
and/or lack of strong horizontal temperature gradients. The 
computed local velocity is extremely sensitive to the local
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Table 6-1 Summary of best results for real image pair 
advected by rotational flow model. The gradient methods are 
Hom-Schunk (HS) and Projection Onto Convex Sets (POCS) . MCC 
is standard Maximum Cross-Correlation, and HIERARCH, is the 
present hierarchical approach.
HS POCS MCC HIERARCH.
rms speed error (%) 60 98 109 12.6
rms direction error 
(degrees)
70 68 63 4.9
spatial resolution 
(km)
23 .2 5 . 5 27 . 5 1.1
# of parameters 2 2 2 1
# of iterations 100 50 n . a . 20
computer time 
(minutes)
25 20 15 12
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time rate of change of temperature (3T/3t) . Day-night 
differences in sea-surface skin temperature from radiant and 
conductive heat transfer can be as large as 2°C in the Gulf 
of Mexico during winter. For this worst case and a typical 
time span between consecutive day-night AVHRR images of 
about 12 hours, semi-diurnal temperature differences could 
impose a potential local, non-advective temperature change 
of dT/dt = 4.63x10'^ °C-s . Thus, for even a relatively 
large horizontal temperature gradient of 0.1°C-km'’- , the 
computed velocity would be about 46.3 cm*s‘^ when the actual 
advection is zero. The error increases when horizontal 
temperature gradients are smaller as they usually are away 
from oceanic thermal fronts. Other sources of error in the 
local temperature change can occur due to inaccuracies in 
the equations used to remove water vapor absorption effects, 
mis-calibration between instruments on different NOAA 
satellites, and scanline striping effects within the same 
sensor. Other non-advective changes due to spatially 
variable heating and cooling, vertical mixing, and upwelling 
can also contribute to errors in the method. These types of 
errors are minimized, however, when using cross-correlation 
techniques because local additive and multiplicative changes 
of temperature are eliminated by variance normalization. 
Errors due to atmospheric effects also are minimized by this 
procedure when compared to gradient techniques.
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Another inherent problem with single grid scale 
gradient methods relates to the aperture problem. In many 
SST images, fairly large areas of the ocean surface may be 
horizontally homogeneous with no satellite-detectable 
surface temperature gradients. If window sizes are made 
large enough to ensure that horizontal gradients are non­
zero, the resulting velocity field is reduced in spatial 
resolution and hence, in spatial density. Additionally, 
with large windows, calculations are smoothed across sharp 
boundaries which are the locations of most interest because 
they are where large horizontal velocity shears usually are 
encountered. Because of these limitations, and as the 
results of Chapter 5 demonstrate, gradient methods are not 
yet reliable enough to be used operationally to produce 
surface current vector fields from time-sequential SST 
imagery.
Standard MCC techniques are applied at the finest 
spatial resolution and require search and template windows 
to be defined a-priori. These windows must be large enough 
to satisfy simultaneously the aperture and correspondence 
problems associated with such calculations. The search 
window must be large enough to both encompass a local 
feature or pattern which will be distinct enough for MCC to 
compute a match (correspondence), and ensure that the 
maximum expected velocity will not advect the feature out of 
the window within the time interval between images
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(aperture) . Similarly the template window must be large 
enough to encompass the same feature or pattern, and small 
enough to compute the displacement as a subset within the 
search window in any possible direction, based on the 
expected maximum displacement between images. For example, 
if the maximum expected displacement between images is 10 
pixels, the best possible template and search window 
templates are 3 x 3  and 23 x 23 pixels, respectively. This 
window pair allows the 3 x 3  pixel template window to 
compute all possible cross-correlations in a plus or minus 
10 pixel range of the search window. These competing 
requirements on MCC applied at a single spatial resolution 
constitute the aperture problem. The hierarchical technique 
effectively eliminates the aperture problem by computing a 
new and updated velocity field at a sub-pixel level at the 
coarsest spatial grid level. It then continually updates the 
field at each successive finer spatial scale. This approach 
ensures that both large and small spatial scale patterns 
eventually will be captured in the resulting velocity field. 
Additionally, the final field will give a vector value at 
every pixel location.
The multi-grid level approach also eliminates the 
correspondence problem inherent in MCC. Multiple potential 
or no potential matches are virtually impossible when every 
possible spatial scale is evaluated as in the hierarchical 
approach. Another advantage of the hierarchical technique is
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that it eliminates the potential problems of multiple sizes 
available for search and template windows in standard MCC. 
If an image is rich in potential patterns (high thermal 
relief) but the maximum expected velocity is large, the best 
spatially-dense, velocity field recovery is obtained by a 
small template window and a large search window. Each pixel 
increase in the search window size, however, results in a 
large increase in the number (On') of cross-correlation 
calculations required. In essence, the hierarchical
approach eliminates the potential of the standard MCC to 
produce a "combinatorial explosion" of computations of 
cross-correlations.
In standard MCC, the velocity field is assumed constant 
within the search window. For large windows, especially in
areas of strong horizontal shear, this assumption is not 
valid. It produces unwanted smoothing across the boundaries 
of interest where local shear is usually large. The
hierarchical technique presented here assumes only a locally 
linear (in a 3 x 3 pixel neighborhood) velocity field and is 
demonstrated to reliably reproduce an induced, sheared and 
rotating flow pattern.
These conclusionary statements would not be complete 
without addressing the important subject of image 
registration. The test examples of Chapters 4 and 5 used 
primarily a single image which was advected by a known 
velocity field either by translation or numerical
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computation. Hence the resulting second image was always 
exactly co-registered to the first. In the real image pair 
examples of Chapter 5.5, the images were co-registered to 
within plus or minus one pixel using a three-step process of 
scan-line linearization, two-dimensional, third-degree least 
squares polynomial fitting to ground control points, and 
manual translational adjustment to an accurate digital 
coastline database. Most recent publications in this field 
have recognized the need for extremely accurate geographic 
registration between images to obtain accurate velocity 
estimates. Until recently, navigation for the AVHRR 
instrument was limited to plus or minus 4 to 5 km. Newer 
instruments, and better timing control and spacecraft 
location and attitude determination have made it possible 
with careful computing to reduce the error to the one pixel 
range. While one pixel accuracy is vital to the single 
spatial grid scale calculations currently used in MCC and 
gradient approaches, the hierarchical technique is 
relatively less sensitive to mis-registration errors.
The hierarchical technique apparently is not entirely 
successful in areas of very strong convergence or 
divergence. In these areas, upwelling or downwelling can be 
expected and which can destroy the horizontal thermal 
patterns. These regions usually are also high velocity 
zones, and it is possible for small-scale features to be 
moving relatively quickly. The hierarchical technique will
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not fare well when such conditions are present. Another 
limitation of the method is that it does not do well in 
reconstructing a velocity field from a translating and 
rotating object such as a small eddy. The multiple spatial- 
scale approach is a significant improvement over standard 
MCC, however.
Future research using the techniques proposed in this 
dissertation should lead to significant improvements. The 
locally-linear velocity assumptions could be relaxed by 
fitting orthogonal polynomials to the velocity components. 
It would be especially useful to determine the lower limits 
of spatial-scales for rotating objects for which accurate 
velocity fields can be recovered. A variety of numerically- 
simulated velocity fields (e.g., an advecting, rotating 
eddy) could be tested for flow recovery accuracy. Finally, 
the proposed techniques should be verified with a much more 
comprehensive set of ground-truth measurements such as 
drifting buoys, current meters, hydrographic data, current- 
measuring radars and sonars, and the results of realistic 
numerical models. Clouds are always a problem in the field 
of remote sensing and were not specifically addressed in 
this dissertation. If clouds are masked prior to any 
velocity computations, the researcher must decide how many 
cloud-contaminated pixels will be permitted before the 
results are unacceptable. Methods of how to deal with the
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cloud contamination problem are also potential areas for 
further research.
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APPENDIX A
The general formulation of the minimization of an 
integral of a functional using calculus of variations can be 
found in Courant and Hilbert (1963). This derivation begins 
with their general formulation and provides the steps 
necessary to arrive at the widely cited Euler-Lagrange 
equations for optical flow due to Horn and Schunck (1981) 
(HS) . Suppose that F (x, y, u, u^ , Uy) is a smoothly varying 
function such that
J=J’J^F(x, y, u, (dxdy ( A . l )
Then the Euler equation for minimizing this functional is
 ^F u +2F u +F u +F u ^u^u^^xx xy UyUy yy u^u x
+F u +F +F —F
liyLi y  U y X  u
=0 (A.2)
The functional to be minimized for HS smoothing of Che 
motion constraint equation is that found in equation 2.8. 
Specifically the function F in equation A.2 is:
F={e  ^+ u F ^ + + a  ‘ u^+u^+v^+v^X y X y (A.3)
Applying equation A.2 to A.3 yields the following on a term 
by term basis:
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Combining these according to equation A. 2 and using a 
completely analogous procedure for the function 
F (x, y, V, v^ , Vy) , yields the following:
uE E +vE ^ =a^V^v—E E^X y y y c
These are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the optical flow 
problem solved by HS. See equations 2.9 and 2.10.
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APPENDIX B
In Chapter 3.5, a set of orthogonal polynomials (Pj^ (x)) 
was derived for the one-dimensional neighborhood of integer 
X  values (-1,0,1) and presented in equations 3.15 :
P q (x ) = 1
(x) =x 
P^ix) =x^-y
For a two-dimensional problem, an analogous set of 
polynomials (Qj(y)) can be derived for the one-dimensional 
neighborhood of integer y values (-1,0,1):
a  (y) =1
(y) =y 
Og (y) =y^-j
Since both sets of polynomials are orthogonal, we form all 
possible products of these polynomials, which will also be 
orthogonal, to obtain the two-dimensional polynomial set. 
This is best seen by constructing a table of products as 
follows :
214
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i j Pl Q: PiQi
0 0 1 1 1
1 0 X 1 X
0 1 1 y y
2 0 x^-2/3 1 x"-2/3
0 2 1 y^-2/3 y"-2/3
1 1 X y xy
2 1 x^-2/3 y y ( x“ - 2 / 3 )
1 2 X y^-2/3 x(y^-2/3 )
2 2 x^-2/3 y^-2/3 (x^-2/3) (y--2/3)
products PQ are the orthogonal polynomials described in
Chapter 3.5. In addition to the orthogonal property of the 
polynomials, we also want them to be orthonormal. This 
requires that the sum of all the polynomial products be 
divided by the sum of the squares of the polynomials 
evaluated at the integer x,y locations. That is, for the 
two-dimensional case P(x,y) polynomials, the coefficients 
(ag.. .ag) can be evaluated by an expression similar to that 
in equation 3.13 except using the PQ products in the above 
table. Another table representation shows this process best 
as follows :
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coef p o l y S p  ^(x, y) = w e i g h t p o l y / w e i g h t
1 9*1=9 1/9
X 3 (-l^ + O^  + l^) =6 x/6
a n y 3 ( - l ‘ + 0^ + l") =6 y/6
x"-2/3 3 ( (l^ + 2" + l^) /3") =2 (X--2/3) /2
a^ y^-2/3 3 ( (l^+2" + l“) /3") =2 ( y ~ - 2 / 3 ) / 2
as x y 4 x y / 4
a« y (x"-2/3 ) 4 y  (x~- 2 / 3  ) 74
a? x ( y ^ - 2 / 3 ) 4 x ( y ^ - 2 / 3 )  74
as (X--2/3) (y^-2/3) 4 (X--273) (y^-2/3) 74
The polynomials in this table can then be evaluated at each 
x,y location in the 3x3 matrix where x,y pairs take on the 
discrete values [-1,0,1]. The total weights shown in the 
above table are then multiplied by the entire matrix sum to 
give the following digital masks to evaluate the entire 
orthogonal polynomial set over the 3x3 neighborhood:
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1 1 1 -10 1
1 11 1 1 -10 1
9” 'e
1 1 1 -10 1
1 1 1 1 - 2  1
1 0 0 0 1 1 - 2  1
6 6
-1 -1 -1 1 - 2  1
1 1 1 - 1 0  1
1 ~2 “2 -2 1 0 0 0
6" I
1 1 1 1 0 - 1
1 - 2  1 -10 1 1 - 2  1
1 0 0 0 1 2 0-2 1 -2 4 -2
4 % T
-1 2 -1 -10 1 1 - 2  1
These are the masks given in Chapter 3 and are used 
throughout to evaluate the orthogonal polynomials for the 
hierarchical technique.
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